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How to cope with those 'winter blues
Depression at its peak now
By LYNDA EDWARDS
It happens to almost everyone every winter
and most people do not even know what it is.
According to statistics from the National
Institute of Mental Health, more people seek
counseling for depression in late winter
(January through early
March).
Psychosomatic illnesses increase. According
to James Madison University judicial records,
student violations usually increase during this
time.
It is a difficult mood to pinpoint with one
word. Humdrum (commonplace, unexciting
routine) and doldrums (period of inactivity
and mental weariness) are descriptive, but

most people call it winter blues.
Winter blues are not dangerous. They
usually fade with the arrival of warm weather.
"The only danger is for people already mildly
depressed," Dr. Richard Wettstone of JMU's
Counseling and Student Development Center
said. "Situational depression (resulting from
an incident or one's environment) could push
this person into acute depression."
Symptoms of severe depression are more
marked with acute and pervasive
hopelessness. It requires professional counseling, not self-treatment.
Students get winter blues because the
(Continued on Page 7)

*A lot of terrible advice9
By LYNDA EDWARDS
There is a lot of terrible advice on how to shake off winter
blues. Most of it is impractical. For example, "Want to juice up
your life? Then fall in love, buy a new wardrobe, or fly to
somewhere exciting like Rio." With the mood you are in, who is
going to fall in love with you? And if you have enough money to
buy an entire new wardrobe or fly to Rio, then no one feels sorry
for you.
This advice was printed in a magazine for young women:
Ladies! Here is a recipe for getting rid of the blues-Mix a cup of
mceness with a barrel of laughter, add one smile and a quart of
sunshine, sprinkle with humility, bake with gratitude in the oven
of joy until your spirits rise.
My, my, wasn't that sickening?
(Continued on Pagej3)_(y
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Conclusion
OCR finds that the University'a practice of preferential treatment
on the basis of sex and the University's predetermining of the
number of spaces to be assigned on the basis of se* are in violation
of 45 CF* 86.2l<b)(i)<ii)(iii) which state..
«*«xon
"(b) Specific prohibition*. (1) In determining whether a
person satisfiea any policy or criterion for admission, or in
staking any offer of admission, a recipient to which this
Subpart applies shall not*
(i> Give preference to one person over another on the basis
of sex, by ranking applicants separately on such basis, or
otherwise;
(ii) Apply numerical limitations upon the number or proportion
of persons of either sex who nay be admitted; or
(iii) Otherwise treat one individual differently than another
on the basis of sex."
Recommendations
1. Resident student spaces must not be determined in such a
manner as to result in admissions quotas for men and women.
2. Criteria for admission established by the University should be
applied equally to both men and women.
-

IX (regulations on sex discrimination).

SGA votes to distribute survey
Question naming attending physician deleted
By TOM DULAN
The Student Government
Association senate voted
Tuesday
in
favor
of
distributing its Health Center
evaluation
questionnaire
after deleting an entry that
called for the name of the
attending physician.
The senate, after considerable debate, voted 20-15
to delete the entry.
Supporters of the deletion
amendment criticized the idea
of
naming
doctors
as
"headhunting," and cited the
possibility of legal problems
in specifying doctors' names
in evaluation results.
Opponents to the amendment, led by SGA Treasurer
Darrell Pile, contended that
survey results should be
publicized with the exception
of doctors' names, but that

names should be included on
the survey and the results
submitted
through the
proper administrative
channels.
The senate "shot holes
through" the survey by
deleting the entry. Pile said.
SGA President Mike
DeWitt spoke in opposition to
the survey, suggesting that
the senate "decide not to do
the evaluation. I'd hate to see
work duplicated" and time
wasted on the project, he said.
DeWitt
predicted
a
"duplication of results" of
other
Health
Center
evaluations, one already
conducted by a health class
and another currently being
undertaken as part of an
overall evaluation of the
student affairs division.
In other action, the SGA
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HEW issues order:

applicant, were placed in the applicant pool.

ONE PAGE from the letter President Carrier
received from HEW charging violation of Title
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Executive Council vetoed the
senate's plan for an SGA
committee to regularly attend
Harrisonburg City Council
meetings in an effort to improve university-community
relations.
The plan was rejected
because it specified the ap(Continued on Page 6)

Students
suspended
Six students were
suspended from James
Madison
University
during
the
fall
semester,
1977. for
violations of the Honor
System.
No names
were released.

JMU charged
with sex bias
By TAMI RICHARDSON
The admissions procedure James Madison University uses in
its attempt to become a fully coeducational institution has come
under fire by the U.S. Department of Health, Education and
Welfare as being discriminatory against female applicants.
However, President Ronald Carrier said Monday that if the
university uses "sex free" standards as HEW recommends, the
school will return to being a single-sex institution.
HEW has charged that the admissions policies are in violation
of Title IX (regulations on sex discrimination), and has ordered
that the university end its practice of giving preference to male
applicants over females in an effort to increase the number of
men on campus.
The JMU Board of Visitors Monday reaffirmed the university's
1965 commitment to become a fully coeducational institution. The
board said the university is not in violation of Title IX because
Title IX allows certain colleges and universities to take affirmative action designed to offset previous limited participation
by members of one sex. -The school first admitted male dormitory students in 1965.
The school will seek to get this special provisional status,
Carrier said, which will give JMU more time to reach the point
where it is fully coeducational. At that point school officials
believe, the quality of male applicants will be about equal to the
quality of female applicants.
In the past. Carrier said, the school's curriculum was oriented
mostly toward teacher education and, as a result, most applications were from women.
However, be continued, the curriculum has expanded greatly
in recent years and so have the number of applications from both
sexes. There are now much greater opportunities for men and
women. Because of this, the board of visitors believes the
university should be allowed to continue its attempts to offset the
previous exclusion of male students.
Current admissions procedures attempt to "rectify" the fact
that the institution was primarily an all-female school until the
late 1960s. Carrier said.
(Continued on Page «)

Recommendations made
By TAMI RICHARDSON
The U.S. Department of Health. Education and Welfare has
charged that James Madison University admissions policies are
in violation of Title IX (regulations on sex discrimination) and
has made specific recommendations for the school to relieve this
situation.
HEW's Office of Civil Rights has said that resident student
spaces "must not be determined in such a manner as to result in
admissions quotas for men and women."
JMU President Ronald Carrier has said that the number of
resident students admitted depends on the space available based
upon the number of returning students who decide to live on
campus. A possible solution to the quota problem would be to
have all coeducational dorms. Carrier said, adding that this
would not be "consistent" with the lifestyle system, on campus.
The civil rights office has also recommended that criteria for
admission established by the university should be applied equally
to both men and women and that the admission office must
evaluate and select applicants according to sex-free criteria.
(Continued from Page 7)
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"Freedom of the press is one
of (he creat bulwarks of
liberty, and can never be
restrained but by despotick
governments." — James
Madison
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Barbed wire

Congrats, kid!
by Barbara Burch
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Mr. Madison and HEW

By DWAYNE YANCEY
The ghost of James
Madison was wandering
through the Duke Fine Arts
Building in search of Kenneth
Beer to console him about the
state Art Commission's
rejection of his Madison
sculpture when he noticed a
meeting taking place in the
Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre.
Mr. Madison stood outside,
listening through the door,
hoping to ascertain the nature
of the congregation when he
felt'a tap on his shoulder and
turned to face a student
dressed in rather outrageous
garb-plus make-up.
"You'd better get into
costume," the oddly attired
student whispered.
Mr. Madison, somewhat
taken back by the young man
in the bright and bizarre
costume, could only manage
to stutter a few incoherent
words.
Despite this momentary
verbal inadequacy, his
legalistic mind was working
rapidly. "Is this how students
dress these days? I believe I
have heard something about
this type of people-they are
called spunk rockers, I
believe."
Again the student warned
him, "You're in the wrong
costume--'La Perichole' takes
place in 18th century Peru, not
colonial America."
With that. Mr. Madison
sensed what was going on.
"Oh, but I am not in this
show."
"You're not?" the student
replied increduously. "Then
why are you--" The student's
voice trailed off as he looked
again at Mr. Madison's
clothes.
"Could you tell me by any
chance,"
inquired Mr
Madison, "what proceedings
are taking place in there?"
"A faculty meeting," the
student responded, and
quickly backed off, keeping
one eye on the funny little man
in the powdered wig and
tights.
"Talk
about
strange...," he muttered
before fleeing around a corner.
Mr. Madison was elated at
the prospect of attending a
meeting of the faculty of his
university.

"I wonder what scholarly
issues they're discussing," he
thought. "I will wager that
they are debating which
Greek and Latin classicists
should be emphasized or
maybe even the ramifications
of scholasticism in a modern
university, or perhaps one of
the other great intellectual
issues of the day."
Mr. Madison slipped into
the back of the auditorium, as
ghosts sometimes do, just as
the meeting was adjourned
and the faculty members
began filing out.
Disappointed at missing
the cerebral congregation, he
promptly sought out President
Carrier to catch up on what
had just transpired.
"Pardon me, Ron," he
said. "Could you fill me in on
the highlights of this just
concluded assembly?"
"Why Mr. Madison," exclaimed the president, "I'm
sure glad to see you. We
certainly need someone who
can figure out all this
government mumbo-iumbo."
"Oh, debating politics, I
see, an admirable pastime. I
admit that some ancient
political theses are quite
complicated
pieces
of
literature, although I have
discovered that viewed from a
historical perspective that
most
become
comprehendable."
"Comprehendable? Have
you read this thing from
HEW? This is all Greek to
me." Carrier handed Mr.
Madison a stack of officiallooking documents.
"Hew? I was always under
the impression that he was
one
of
Montesquieu's
students."
"You bet it'll screw the
students.
It'll screw up
everything, not just admissions."
"You say these are HEW's
confessions?" asked Mr.
Madison, studying one of the
papers.
"No. no, its not HEW
confessing It's them saying
we have something to confess
to."
"Oh. I see." said Mr.
Madison. "A critical look at
the failings of society. "How
the future can only be bleaker
. as only the ancient times were

good. Writing of that type was
quite popular during the
Middle Ages."
"You bet,'' agreed the
president. "I think they've
still got some medieval
thinkers
up
there
in
Philadelphia, drawing up
rules and regulations for
everybody."
At the derisive mention of
Philadelphia, Mr. Madison
drew himself up, thinking that
the president had just cast
aspersions on his own activities in that city.
"Pardon me," Mr. Madison
demanded with affronted
dignity.
"This latest ruling from the
Civil Rights Office ' in
Philadelphia of the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare claiming that we
discriminate in our adminissions policies.
That's
the federal government for
you, always saying you violate
this or didn't fulfill that and
forever threatening to cut off
your funds."
"Interfering with the
pursuit of happiness?" Mr.
Madison asked. "A federal
agency telling a state
university how to operate it's
affairs. That is odd. I do not
remember any such provision
for that in the Constitution.
(Continued on Page ID
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After much discussion and the creation of a veritable quagmire
of discontent, the dispute over how to conduct this year's
graduation ceremonies has been resolved.
There will be no graduation ceremony at James Madison
University this year.
Instead, students, parents and faculty will be invited to a
"gigantic" beer party which will be held on the quad.
The decision to forget about graduation was based on
numerous student and faculty polls taken by the commencement
committee. These polls, according to committee chairman Dr.
Fay Reubush, led all members of the committee to reach the
same conclusion-the graduation ceremony has lost its dignity.
This is due to the increasing number of students graduating
each year, the fact that the National Weather Service's extended
forecast has predicted rain on graduation day for the next five
years and the observation by the committee that no one will come
to Harrisonburg, Virginia and speak at graduation if they have to
place a ten-minute time limit on their remarks, Reubush said.
Consequently, she said, it was decided that a large party would
better serve to mark the occasion than formal ceremonies.
"Besides, it never rains on graduation night." Reubush added.
The committee decision also rests on the larger conclusion that
the "whole idea of graduating" has lost its dignity, she said.
"They don't even make the sheepskins out of sheepskin anymore,
so why bother to give them out? Reubush asked.
Instead, she said, the commencement committee has
recommended to President Carrier that a notation merely be
printed on the student's computer grade printout saying.
"Congrats, kid, you made it!"
Those students who didn't "cut the mustard" would simply
find a message saying, "Sorry, Charlie."
"We thought that this would be much more personal and
touching," Reubush said, adding "Graduation just isn't that big a
deal anymore."
Reubush believes that the ceremony has lost its charm because
during previous commencements, "people have commenced to
wandering around the quad, talking, milling-about and generally
creating a ruckus."
If a party were held instead of ceremonies, she said "people
would commence to wander around the quad, mill about and
generally create a ruckus.
"So what difference does it make whether we have a ceremony
or have a party? The reaction will be the same."
Furthermore, studies have found that what was once the most
important day of astudenfslife no longer holds that significance.
"It is found thatmore emphasis and importance is placed on
the student's first encounter with a member of the opposite sex or
his first consumption of alcoholic beverages," Reubush said.
Reubush also pointed out that research has also shown that the
rest of a student's life has lost its dignity.
"When they get out, they won't find a job for a year, they'll
have to work in a supermarket or a car wash.
"If we give them a graduation ceremony with lots of dignity,
they might think that's what the rest of their lives will be like. It
could be a great disappointment.
"We don't want to mislead anyone," she said.
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( Readers' forum J Fans should be
Infirmary care deficient
To the editor:
In the February 7 issue of
The Breeze, a "Campus
comments" question about,
the care offered at the Health
Center was printed. All except one of the comments
were favorable.
Either
everyone you interviewed has
no concept of what poor health
care is, or you very cleverly
edited the article.
The other morning I woke
up with a fever of 101.6
•degrees I went to the Health
Center. They put me into a
bed, gave me two aspirin and
left me alone.
The doctor came to see me
twice. The first time he
yanked me up into a sitting
position, looked at my throat
(which was fine), poked at my
glands, and pushed me back
down. The second time he
observed
that
I
was
"spunkier" and left.
No one told me what was
wrong with me. No one gave
me a chance to ask questions.
No one made me feel free to
ask questions. No medication
other than aspirin was given
to me, except when I asked for
a decongestant.
I don't
believe they even knew I was
congested.
They took for granted that I
had the same thing everyone
else had, which was a
respiratory problem.
But
mine was more a head cold
than a chest cold, but I was not
treated for a head cold.
On Thursday morning the

doctor came in again. He
commented that I had no
fever and asked me how I was.
I said I just felt like I had a
bad cold. He said OKand left.
I figured I was well enough
to leave, so I got dressed and
packed and went to the desk.
The nurse there said to me
accusingly, "Where are you
going?" I said, "back to my
dorm."
She gave me a release form
to sign. This form said that
the attending physician and
the Health Center thought it
would be "detrimental to my
health" to leave at this time.
I asked the nurse about
that.
She said, yes, she thought it
would be. I said, "No one told
me that. No one told me
anything. I don't even know
what was wrong with me!"
She got very mad at me,
like I had no right to know
what was wrong with me. I
was the sick one, not her! J
signed the form just so I could
get out of there.
Personally I think I could
have, taken better care of
myself in my dorm. I am a
doctor's daughter so I know
what good health care is. I did
not receive good care at the
Health Center and most of the
nurses acted as if they were
doing me a favor in being
nice to me. No one there has
ever heard of a bedside
manner; nor have they heard
of T.L.C. The latter is what I
wanted most, and the only

'Campus comments'
needs numbers given
To the editor:
For once, instead of
complaining about something
with no viable solution, I am
going to make a suggestion. I
think the section of the paper
called "Campus comments'
is a good idea, but somehow, it
does not always strike me as
accurate.
"Campus comments" is
supposed to reflect the attitude of the students about a
stated issue. I do not know
how this survey is done, but a
verifiable pool would have to
cover a large range of
students.
To insure that a random
poll is represented, I suggest
that at the end of the "Campus
comments'' article, the
number of persons polled be
printed, and along with that,
the percentages of each

opinion expressed.
The place where the poll
was taken may even be
pertinent to the reader.
Then the reader would have
the basic information
available for him to make his
own judgment.
Lynn MiRride
Editor's note:
"Campus
comments" is intended as
more of a "man in the street"
feature than an accurate
gauge of student opinion. It is
designed to gather a sampling
of student opinion, not
represent the attitudes of all
students.
Approximately 15 persons
are polled for each article,
and the polls usually take
place in the post office lobby.
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time I got it was when my
three best friends came to see
me.
Something has got to be
done to change the attitudes
of the staff of the Health
Center.
We, as college
students, are not children and
we deserve to know what is
being done to us by our doctors and nurses.
Even i f half of the students
here my blindly accept any
treatment given, some of us
do know what to expect from a
health care center,and we are
all, I'm sure, very unhappy
with the care offered at the
Health Center.
( lelia C. Amari

at games early
To the editor:

I'm very "sorry" Kent
Booty didn't get in the
Virginia Commonwealth
University basketball game
and was very "pleased" to
hear Lou Campanelli offered
him two tickets to the
University of TennesseeChattanooga game. Reserved
seats no less.
BULL!!!!! I think if Booty
were such a basketball fan he
would have gotten to the game
early. Anyone who thought
the game might not get too
crowded doesn't know much
of a lot. I was there at 6:00 to
be sure and get the seat I
always do, and to watch the
womens'game. If Booty were
such a great basketball fan
(like he says he is) then be

snould have been there for the
womens' game also.
I hope Booty didn't get to
the ODU game in time to get
in, or was late and got a seat in
the rafters. I was there at 5:30
to watch the womens' game
and get a good seat for the
mens game. I hope he had to
watch the game on TV with his
girl friend who thinks he is a
nerd.
But don't worry, Mr. Booty,
if you didn't get a good seat,
and didn't learn by your first
mistake, then maybe Lou will
offer you a seat on the bench
for the next home game.
There should be plenty of
room for you at the end of the
bench between the water
bucket and the dirty towels.
Walter A. Wilson. Ill
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Studies are too concentrated
By KRIS CARLSON
The colleges and universities of the United States
today
have
lost
the
"Renaissance-liberal arts air'
once held by institutions of
higher learning.
No longer are college
graduates well-rounded intellectuals
versed
in
philosophy, humanity and the
arts, but rather are specialists
in business, technology and
"pteprofessionalism" (premed, pre-law). They are one
dimensional parts groomed to
fit snugly into a specified
niche in the machinery of
society. .
The student of today, while
being possibly expert in one
area of study, lacks an overall
rounded education, thus
limiting his comprehension of
society and his contribution to
it.
The
student is becoming
increasingly mechanized-just
like society itself-the importance of the individual
seems subliminal to the importance of the individual's
anticipated role. The name of
the part in a machine is not as
important as its function.
College students, however,
are not to be blamed alone or
written off as lazy. In fact,
what could be a downfall of
society is in reality being
caused by society. A college
education has changed from a
luxury to a necessity in get-

ting a good job. Even at that,
a college degree by no means
guarantees employment, and
so certain "safe" degrees are
sought due to their relatively
high degree of job assurance.
No one in their right
American mind pays $3,000 a
year
for
characterenrichment alone-no-a
return of the money must be
possible in the form of a
lucrative job after graduation.
So here we are with business
majors, engineer majors and
pre-dental, pre-law, and premedicine concentrations.
I am not belittling these
fields by any means, out I do
claim that they are too con-'
centra ted.
For a person to relate and
live contently in the world
around him, he must have
more than a function (his job),
he must have knowledge and
understanding of the life
around him, or that life will
seem dull, fruitless and
purposeless.
Without the arts, music,
literature, philosophy and
humanities the world would be
intolerable-no one could
disagree.
Yet society is
systematically minimalizing
the arts as unnecessary
luxuries, and soon perhaps
they will be forgotten completely, for if one is not exposed to the arts in the college

years, when will there be
another opportunity?
Certainly the arts have
little place in grammar and
high school. These years are
and should be spent understanding the concrete
world around us.
Yet at college, where one is
to prepare for life, one should
be exposed to all aspects of
life, including the arts, so that
by graduation one is prepared
to step into society as a
valuable member who can
perform a manual function to
maintain that society as well
as help guide that society by
applying one's accumulated
knowledge of life.
The contributions of this
well-rounded person would be
of higher quality than those of
a mechanized student.
The well-rounded student
would perceive parallels and
relationships in the real
world to things he has learned, and would perceive the
appropriate meaning, level,
and scope of an incident more
quickly than would a nearsighted person who sees
things only through the tunnel
of his occupation.
Thus, the liberal arts are
necessary ingredients in a
college education for a society
that desires valuable members and exceptional leaders
rather than android
who merely function at wc
from nine to five.
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Am, pecple
New Orleans jazz
comes here tonight

THE VICEROY OF PERU (Rich Travis.
right) attempts to seduce La Perichole
(Debbie Zirkle) despite the protests of her
lover Panquillo (Eddie Lupton). The scene
takes place in the operetta "La Perichole,"

which opens Tuesday for a six night run in
La timer -Shaeffer Theatre. One of the largest
productions ever staged by JMl Theatre, the
show portrays the lovers beset by a veritable
host of comic problems, Photo by w*yn« p.riiow

By GARY FUNSTON
In New Orleans there is a
place people go to hear musicno t to get drunk, not to
socialize and not to "boogie."
The building is quite unimpressive—almost
ramshackle—and not conducive to
any of these activities.
The building is called
Preservation Hall, and it is
the home of the great
Preservation Hall jazz bands.
Almost any night of the
week for a small contribution
you can crowd into the tiny
room and experience some of
the most vital, exciting music
being played today, performed by men who are, for
the most part, well past their
70th birthday.
Harrisonburg area
residents who find travelling
to New Orleans impractical
can enjoy this music Feb. 17,
when the Preservation Hall

Jazz Band comes to James
Madison University's Wilson
Hall.
American jazz, which
began in New Orleans, has
over the years gradually
moved out of the limelight in
that city, bowing to more
currently popular forms of
music. Hence, Preservation
Hall is exactly that-a place
where the New Orleans of the
early 1900s still lives.
those who plan to attend
this concert but are unfamiliar with New Orleans
jazz can expect a driving,
exuberant, yet never frantic
form of music, similar in
some ways to bluegrass
music.
The tunes are uncomplicated, with emotion
taking
precedent
over
technical expertise-music to
warm the soul these frozen
days.

Operetta, one-acts highlight theatre offering
6

La Perichole9, lovers beset with comic problems

By PAM HOWLETT
"La Perichole" was the
name the Viceroy of Peru
gave to his mistress in the late
18th century.
K means
"Creole bitch."
"La Perichole" is also an
operetta very loosely based
upon the loves of the Viceroy
Don Andres and his mistress,
which will be presented in
Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre,
Feb. 21-26.
The story begins with two
"impoverished streetsingers," a young girl and her
lover, entering Lima on the
day of the Viceroy's birthday
celebration.
Upon seeing the girl, Don
Andres wants her for his
mistress. Only there is a
problem: in order to be the
mistress of the Viceroy, one
must be married, so it is
arranged to get her lover
drunk and to have them
married.
This has both good and bad
elements-good
in that
Paquillo, the lover, is happy
with the marriage; but bad in
that he soon discovers the
true reason the marriage took
place and so dumps her ab
Don Andres' feet.
Yet it is still good because
La Perichole loves her lover
and does not want to be Don
Andres' mistress.
The Viceroy is upset over
the husband's
cavalier
treatment of La Perichole and
thus sentences him to The
Dungeon for Recalcitrant
Husbands.
La Perichole is less than
happy with that situation, so
she rescues her husband and
they flee Lima together, with
the Viceroy's men in hot
pursuit.
As one may have already
guessed, the show has quite a
plot.

Allen
Lyndrup
finds
directing this, his first opperetta, both "frustrating and
exciting."
Frustrating because there
is no real emphasis in the plot
on careful dramatic structure
or deep insight, so much
music that staging is difficult,
the sheer size of the show
makes producing and coordinating the major part of his
job, and the need for strong
voices necessitated the use of
many inexperienced performers.
He finds it exciting because
"I don't know from day to day
what's going to happen."
Directing the snow which
he describes as "sheer entertainment" has "whetted
my appetite to do more things
like this" and to get more
training in the area of musical
theatre, Lyndrup said.
The technical aspects of the
show present some difficulties.
For Lyndrup
himself was the task of
reconciling the design of lights
with the 99 costumes used in
the show, made mostly from
scratch.
The set was designed by
eminent scholar William
Molyneux, wh ode signed opera
sets in New York for eight
years.
As there are 37 people to
disperse on a stage not built
for shows of such a large scale
as "La Perichole," numerous
problems were encountered
with set design and construction.
Principal actors are: Rich
Travis (Don Andres); Paula
Sweeny, Debbie Zirkle (La
Perichole-the part is double
cast due to the demanding
vocal part); Eddie Lupton
(Paquillo); Scott Trickett
(Panitallas) and Bryan

Tallent, Terry Houff (double
cast as Don Pedro, first
gentleman of the bedchamber).
The show opens Tuesday,
Feb. 21 and runs through
Sunday, Feb. 26. Curtain time
is 8 p.m.

A night of one-acts
The absurdities of life and
children's relationships with
their parents will be portrayed in two one-act plays to
be presented in Wampler
Experimental Theatre.
"Interview," the first play,
uses reality as a theme and is

THE CAST OF "INTERVIEW" rehearses a scene in preparation
for tomorrow night's opening of the one-act.
w»o«o by K»tny stoy

divided into two parts. The
first part is ap interview scene
with four interviewers and
four applicants; the second is
a series of monologues by
each of the characters.
The portrayals in the
monologue include a girl at a
party after an accident, a
homosexual gym instructor, a
man
speaking
to
a
psychiatrist and a person at
confession who keeps trying to
get some response from the
priest.
Director Steve Pittman
implements a unique blocking
design by staging "Interview"
in the round (arena style).
"Childhood." directed by
Jayne Flowers, uses a gamesequence dream to elaborate
on the theme of exploring
children's relationships with
their parents.
"It's not strictly experimental." Flowers said,
although it does make use of
mime and has few props.
The
children
appear
separated from their parents,
who "care for the children,
but don't know how to show
it."
"The script is neat and
concise." Flowers said, adding that she has streamlined
it further.
The actors in "Children"
are Mary Ruberry (Mother).
Bob Finell (Father i. Susan
Burrell (Caroline). Robert
Hickman (Billie) and Georgia
Stelluto (Dodie).
The cast of "Interview"
includes Kim Ellis. Tony
Connor, Cathy Byrd. Jerry
Long, Doreen Murray. Curtis
Hansen. Trish Kenny and
Rick Chapman.
The plays will be presented
Friday and Saturday night at
8 p.m. in Wampler Experimental Theatro
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Ted Dalton: some pressures as governor's son
'When I know people know who I am, it9s four beers instead of six9
By STEVE SNYDER
"You know tbey ask me that
all the time. I doubt if I'll ever
go into politics. I've seen how
time consuming it is and how
much hard work goes into it. I
don't think I'll ever go into
politics."—Ted Dalton
James Madison University
freshman
Ted Dalton,
son to recently inaugurated
Virginia Governor John
Dalton, just wants to be accepted as his own person. No
special privileges, no special
obligations.
"People sort of look
towards you, where before
they weren't doing this sort
of thing," Dalton said. "I
guess I'm aware of it, but I
don't really get any special
treatment or anything, and I
don't want any."
Dalton, a resident of White
Hall, claims his dormmates
"don't treat me any differently from anybody else,
now that they've gotten to
know me."
Despite this, restraint must
inevitably be exercised.
"When I know people know
who I am, it's four beers instead of six, or whatever," he
noted. "You got to watch
what you do."
He admitted to feeling the
pressure of being the
governor's son "especially
around older people. As far as
being around students, I don't
feel it that much, if at all, but I
have to watch myself around
the older folks," he continued.
"It's like I'm supposed to be
setting an example. At least I
look at it that way."
^ second semester freshman, Dalton has not decided
what his major will be,
preferring to "get the general
studies out of the way right
now."
He chose JMU over
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University on the
basis of his friends' recommendations, JMU's "good
academic reputation." the

pleasant atmosphere he found
while visiting here, and
because it was "further away
from home than Tech."
He rooms with a friend
from Radford, which makes
dorm life easier, he said.
"These four walls look the
same every day, but if you
just sit there and don't get out
and do things it's your own
fault," he contends.
He plans to spend all four of
his collegiate years at JMU,
and may move off campus in a
year of two.
Dalton described his social
life as the normal "hit-theparty syndrome." He also
enjoys
attending
JMU
basketball games,
and
playing intramural basketTed enjoys many kinds of
music, but singled out "that
country-sou them rock" as one
of his preferences.
This summer he tentatively
Slans to stay in Radford with
is grandmother, and hopes to
land a construction job.
When discussing his father,
Ted asserted that "the family
always came first, and
politics second. He never let
that (politics) get in the way.
When he's around us, he
doesn't want to be the
governor, he just wants to be
our father. I think you'll find
that he's just as normal as the
everyday man, as far as that's
concerned.
I think that's
good. You might want to write
that...you know, a little shot
for him."
As the son of a politician,
Ted has grown-up in an atmosphere of issues and answers.
"Politics was always the
dinner table topic of
discussion," Ted said. "I've
lived and died by it, and I
guess I always will.
My
grandfather ran for governor
twice, and he never made it,
but he's got politics in his
blood, and when you've got
politics in your blood, that's it,
I guess. I'm pretty much right

with my father, as far as what
he's done and what he stands
for."
Dalton's grandfather, also
named Ted, is a federal judge
in Roanoke, and lived next
door to Ted when he was
growing up.
Ted spoke warmly of his
grandfather, reminiscing
fondly of tagging along after
him on various farming expeditions.
"I was always very close to
him, and felt fortunate to have
him," he said.
Ted is the second of four
Dalton children, with an older
sister and younger brother
and sister.
"We all worked and
campaigned, and it was just
one big goal to get this (the
governorship)," he affirmed.
"The papers said we were
behind all the way, and it was
a big lift when we won. We
. worked so hard, especially my
dad and mom. I never saw
them." .
Ted's
campaign
contributions included politicking
on the JMU campus when his
father visited here Nov. 2,
handing out literature in
Rockingham County with
Delegate Bonnie Paul, and
doing door-to-door
campaigning in Virginia Beach.
"There's not really that
much a candidate's son can
do, except shake hands and
say 'Hey, I'm the governor's
son,'" he said.
He praised the campaign
contributions of his mother,
saying she "stayed on the go
all the time, attending ladies'
meetings and just getting out
and socializing. She kept my
father's spirits high and kept
him on the go."
Equally important was her
enormous public relations
value because " a lot of people
have a tendency to push the
issues aside and just look at
the personalities involved in
an election."

During
last
fall's
gubernatorial race between
Ted's father and Henry
Howell, Howell repeatedly
attacked John Dalton's
financial status and refusal to
debate. Despite this, Ted
insists that there are no hard
feelings from the Dalton clan.
"In politics, you try to go as
far as you can," he said.
"Henry Howell was just
trying to get as much out of

the press as he could. What he
did was perfectly reasonable.
I don't blame him. I don't
think it was personal. I don't
know if he thought what he
was saying was even true. I
think if he had been running
against John Doe, he might
have said the same thing. At
the time it was said,
everybody got a little hot, but
now that we've come out on
top, we're certainly not going
to hold any grudges."

TED DALTON (right), son of Virginia Governor John Dalton,
walks outside of his dorm. White Hall, with Mike Gunn, his
roommate and a fellow native of Radford.
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Gordon sings like he just bopped in from '$9
By JEFF BYRNE
Cue down...hsssss..."MY GAL IS
REEEED HOT, YOUR GAL AIN'T
DOODLEY.-SQUAT!!"
No, friends, we are not listening
to Doug Clark and the Hot Nuts. Nor
are we lounging around an East
Texas juke joint quaffing a cold
Ballantine Ale to the rockabilly
strains of Carl Perkins.
What we've got here is a really
gone cat named Robert Gordon who
looks and feels and sings like he just
bopped in from 1959.
Born and raised in Washington,
D.C., Gordon was heavily influenced
by the rockabilly and country and
western singers of the time: Billy
Lee Riley, Eddie Cochran, Gene
Vincent and others on the Sun label.
He liked the way they sang and
looked, and, more importantly, the
way they felt.
Like many aspiring artists,
Gordon migrated to New York,
where he joined the underground
band Tuff Darts. His stunning vocal
performances soon attracted
critical notice, and he embarked on
a solo career which has produced his
first album "Robert Gordon with
Link Wray."
Wray, yet another talented
Washingtonian, is one of the best,
though
largely
unheralded
rockabilly guitarists, and was for

years one of Gordon's
idols.
Together, the two have produced an
album which stands as a milestone
in the current resurgence of interest
in rockabilly.
Opening the first side with a
raucous rendition of "Red Hot"
(first recorded by Billy Lee Riley
and his Little Green Men), Gordon
makes it clear from the start where
he is coming from. His fingerpoppin', foot-stompin' approach to
the music is spellbinding. It is
difficult to believe that so much
manic energy can be compressed
into a three-minute song.

Next comes the country ballad "I
Sure Miss You," and the screamer
turns into a crooner, sounding very
nearly like a young Elvis Presley.
Gordon then pays tribute to Eddie
Cochran, the early king of threechord rock, with Cochran's classic
"Summertime Blues":
"Well I'm a gonna raise a fuss,
I'm a gonna raise a hollah
Bout workin' all summer
Just ta try an' earn a doUah!"
While the Who transformed
"Summertime Blues" into a hard
rock punk manifesto, Gordon has
left the song as he found it, as a slice
of '50s frustration:
"Well I went to my Congressman
An' he said, quote,:
'Ah'd like ta help ya son.
But yer too young ta vote!'"

Fortunately, though, not all of
Gordon's blues are of the "Summertime," variety, as is evidenced in
the next cut, a Carl Perkins rocker
entitled "Boppin' the Blues":
"All my friends is boppin' the
blues.
It must be goin' round;
All them cats is boppin' the blues,
Man, what a crazy sound;
I love ya baby, I must be rhythmboumU"
The side ends with a brilliant
version of "Sweet Surrender," in
which Gordon unmistakably

establishes himself as a superb
country and western vocalist.
Side two opens with another Billy
Lee Riley
song, "Flying Saucers
Rock (n' Roll." Written during the
big UFO craze of the late '50s, the
song's imaginary ' protagonist
claims that the little green men
"Got a crazy beat that just knocks
me dead." Yeah, man.
"The Fool" follows, an easygoing
country tune which follows a
familiar pattern:
"Gather around me, buddies
And lift your glasses high
And. drink to a fool,
A crazy fool
Who told his baby goodbye"
Three Link Wray tunes finish up
the album. "It's In The Bottle,"
"Woman (You're My Woman)," and
"Is This the Way" range in tone
from country to early 60s-style rock.
On "Woman (You're My Woman)"
Gordon's voice and Wray's guitar
growl along together in what has to
be the most incredible echo
chamber ever built.
Gordon's backup band, The
Wildcats, is as experienced as Wray
and works together perfectly. Built
around the impeccable rhythms of
Rob Stoner and Howie Wyeth, the
band also includes Charlie Messing
on rhythm guitar and album
(Continued on Page 5)
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JMU charged with sex bias in admissions
(Continued from Page I)

JMU
admissions
procedures now take into
account objective factors,
such as high school grades
and SAT scores, as well as
subjective factors, such as
extracurricular activities and
the expected contribution the
student may make to the
university.
The use of subjective
factors tends to equalize the
number of males and females
accepted, according to
Carrier.
HEW also recommended
that JMU's system for
assigning dormitory space
should not result in "admissions quotas for men and
women."
The university said the
number
of
students

59 percent d.()01> of regular
(resident) admissions last
year went to men and 41
percent (680) \lent to women.
This was because of the use of
subjective criteria, according
to a letter sent to Carrier by
the Office for Civil Rights.
However, in the admission
procedures for commuter
students which were based
only on objective criteria
(SAT scores dnd class standing) 62 percent (56) of the
commuter spaces went to
women and 38 percent (34)
went to men.
The criteria for honors
admissions are also solely
objective, according to the
letter. Seventy-eight percent
(495) of the honors admissions
went to women and 22 percent
(135) went to men.

graduating or moving off
campus determines the
number of male and female
freshmen students that may
be housed
HEW would like the
university to do away with
these quotas by using all
coeducation dorms. Carrier
said, but this is not consistent
with the lifestyle system on
campus.
HEW's order came after its
Civil Rights Division made an
investigation on campus last
June into sex discrimination
charges made last March by
a female applicant.
There are currently 3.592
male students (45.3 percent)
and 4,334 (54.7 percent)
female students in the student
body of 7,926.
The HEW team found that

Depression at its peak now
(Continued from Page 1)
weather is so bad
that they cannot let off steam
through outdoor activities,
Wettstone said He listed the
symptoms of winter blues as
"sleeping too much, eating too
much just to have something
to do, moodiness, physical
lethargy, being sarcastic and
irritable and not wanting to
smile or laugh. A person with
these symptoms can be a real
drag to live with."
' It does not help to be told
you are being silly and should
snap out of it. Psychiatrist
Frederic Flach suggests you
admit you feel rotten, go on
and cry or be cranky, and do
not force yourself to be
cheerful. Spend a whole day
on an emotional "binge."
Then pull yourself together
and try to get rid of the blues.
"Realize
you're
not
helpless," Wettstone said.
"You're in control. There are
things you can do to change
your life. This isn't .acute
depression."

The type of people you are
with can lift you from a rut. A
sullen, listess little group can
end up depressing each other.
Psychologists who have
studied "coping behaviors"
have a useful suggestion. Stay
around an acquaintance
whose competence, optimism
and satisfaction with life you
admire. When you want to
sink into your enervating rut,
ask yourself how this person
would fight the doldrums of
laafhess.
If your winter blues are
making you really nasty, pick
a friend who is not only admirable but willing to tolerate
your moods.
If a friend has winter blues,
"suggest going somewhere
and
doing
something
definite," Wettstone said.
"These people are restless
and what to do something.
But they don't know what it
is."

"Physical activity-skiing,
for example-is one of the best
ways to cure the blues," he
said. "Keep your life interesting by finding fun things
to do and keep you from
moping."
Psychologist James Lynch,
a specialist in psychosomatic
diseases, says lonely people
have a higher incidence of
serious diseases during
winter. Illnesses like asthma
and
eczema
can
be
aggravated by the loneliness
and frustration of winter
blues.
Unmarried students living
alone are more prone to
isolating themselves, according to Dr. Calvin
Fredericks, Chief of the
emergency mental health
department of the national
mental health institute.
"I would emphasize being
with
people
to
avoid
doldrums," Wettstone said.
"Partying is a good idea. You
have fun and you're not
alone."

However, the letter continues,
the
remaining
residence admissions, which
the university calls regular
admissions, are not based
solely on objective criteria.
The use of subjective factors
are used in order to insure
that a sufficient number of
men would be admitted, the
university told the civil rights
office.
If these subjective criteria
were not used, Carrier said
Monday, the ratio of women to
men accepted would be 70 to
30.
The civil rights team also
found
other
cases
of
preferential treatment. For
example, there were females
in the applicant pool (those
who
met
admissions
requirements but could not be
accepted because of space)
who ranked in the first decile
of their high school graduating
class and had SAT scores
higher than the
least
qualified males who had been
offered admission. However,
there were no males in the

Chrysalis submissions increase
There has been an increase
this year in both the quantity
and quality of the literature
submitted to the Chrysalis,
James Madison University's
student literary-art magazine,
according to the managing
editor.
More than 100 poems, short
stories and plays were
received by the Chrysalis'
literary staff, Dennis Mills
said, along with "about 50"
samples of art work.
The Chrysalis will be
published in two sections this
year, Mills said. The literary
works will be bound together,
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applicant pool who ranked in
the first decile of their
graduating class.
A comparison of the least
qualified females and the
least qualified males (based
on objective criteria) who
were offered admission found
that the males ranked at least
two deciles below the females.
The general finding of the
civil rights office was that
where male and female applicants had identical SAT
scores and class rank, the
female applicants were
placed in the applicant pool,
while the male applicants
were offered admissions.
If JMU refuses to comply
with the HEW order to use
only non-sex-related criteria
for admissions, the university
could face a cut-off of federal
funding.
Carrier said Monday that
the school plans to continue
negotiating with HEW and
that since he presumes the
school is "doing the right
thing." he also presumes that
the case will not require
litigation.

while the art work will be in
the form of loose leaf sheets.
Approximately 4,000 copies
of the Chrysalis will be
printed-about 2,000 fewer
than last year-according to
Mills, because "we're trying
to improve the quality of the
magazine in all respects."
Operating for the first time
with guaranteed funds from
the School of Arts and
Sciences, the production of
the Chrysalis has h»en on
schedule and will be a .ailable
for
free
distribution
"hopefully in March," Mills
said.
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Library increases maximum overdue fines
By CINDY ELMORE
Several
changes
in
Madison Memorial Library's
fine policy, which will increase the maximum fines for
overdue three-week loan
materials
and
reserve
materials and will increase
the cost of lost or damaged
items, will take effect March
13.
The fine policy was
changed to deter library users
from keeping materials past
their due dates and thus
Ereventing their use by other
orrowers. The decision to
increase some fines was made
due to "a new philosophy for
the library," according to
Charlottte Millis, library
coordinator of public services.

"The usefulness of a book
increases five-fold if returned
on time. If not, its usage is
decreased greatly."
The new fine policy is listed
on page ten of the newlyrevised Library Handbook for
1978. Materials having the
three-week loan period still
have an overdue rate of $. 10
a day. This is reduced to$.05 a
day if the fine is paid when the
item is returned and if the
borrower's name is not included on the library's
delinquent list. However, the
maximum fine for such
materials has been increased
from $2.50 to $4 each.
The overdue rate for
reserve books and periodicals
is still $.25 for the first hour

and $.05 for each additional
hour or fraction of an hour.
But this maximum fine has
also been increased-from
$2.50 to $5 each.
There is no increase in the
fine of recalled book; the
policy now states that in
addition to the regular fine, a
charge of $.25 per day is
made, beginning on the fifth
day after the first recall notice
is sent. The maximum fine is
still $5 per book.
The new fine policy also
includes a change in the cost
of a lost or damaged item.
The charge previously was the
original cost of the item or the
cost of its repair. Under the
new policy, the charge for a
lost item consists of a non-

He just bopped in from '59
V

(Continued from Page 7)
producer Richard Gottehrer on
piano.
Wyeth can smack a snare drum
harder than anyone I have ever
heard. Stoner's bass work is, as
always, solid and lends the country
air needed for the tone of the album.
While Messing and Gottehrer are
highly competent, they are vastly
overshadowed by the talents of the
rest of the band.
Listening to Gordon, one can
almost envision him striding across
a stage popping his fingers while he
encourages the band with cries of
"Go, cat!" and "Rock it!" Few
performers have been able to
recreate their stage presence on
vinyl as well as Gordon does.
But why all these old tunes and
weird clothes (baggy-bottom chinos
with cowboy boots and Ricky
Ricardo shirts) and greasy pompadour?
".I'm not trying to recreate
anything," says Gordon. "This is
how I feel."
When asked how he related to the

1960s, he replied "I didn't." Time
seems to nave been frozen for
Robert Gordon, leaving him in a
subjective 1950s musical world. But
it is no videotape schlock like
"Happy Days" which tries to tell us
that the 50s were days of Pat Boone
and bobby sox.
If Robert Gordon were to be
transported to celluloid, he would
more likely be found in "The Last
Picture Show." The things he feels
and sings about are not quaint
reminders of the past, like a Hank
Williams amazing TV special anthology.
Real flesh and blood emotions
are what Gordon sings about, and it
is like a breath of fresh air in the
largely stagnating rock 'n' roll
circus:
"Well I got a woman
Six foot four
Sleep in de kitchen
Wid her frets out de door
But my gal is reed hot (Your gal
ain't doodley-squat!)
Well, she ain't got money, but
man,
She really gottalot!"

L»JJ!!!ii!

Center Attic
presents

refundable processing fee of
$3 plus the cost of the item.
The charge for a damaged
item that may be repaired is
the amount that it costs the
library to have the item
repaired or rebound.
The
replacement fee for items
returned beyond repair is the
same as for lost items.
If a lost and paid-for item is
found and returned to the
library within one year of the
date of payment, the borrower
may apply for a refund. This
refund would be the cost of the
item, minus the overdue fine
from the date due to the date
the cost of the book was paid.
If a replacement for a lost
item has already been ordered, the borrower is not
eligible for any refund.
Last semester, the amount
of fines paid for late materials
was more than $2,501. Since
October, more than 72
overdue books have not been
returned to the library. In
addition, the records of 376

students from last semester
were kept due to overdue
books and upaid fines. These
students were unable to
register for this semester until
the fines were paid.
"The number of overdue
books is steadily increasing.
Our need to help other
students
is imperative
because with an increased
number of students and
faculty, we need to keep the
books in circulation," Millis
said.
"There are a great number
of volumes in the library, but
certain of these volumes are
used consistently by students
and faculty," added Marcia
Grimes,
loan
services
librarian. "Everyone is entitled to check out and use a
book for three weeks, but if
these books can be finished
and returned sooner, more
recycling of books would
occur, thus, helping more
students."

SGA votes to distribute
(Continued from Page 1)
pointment of the SGA
secretary to the committee
and this would conflict with
the secretary's present duties,
according to Doug Wessen,
SGA second vice-president.
A similar, new proposal
was offered by DeWitt that
would include an Executive
Council member on the
committee, without specifying
the officer.

In other business, the
senate voted to donate $500 to
Circle K for a convention, $300
to the Fencing Club for
equipment, and allocated $675
for campaign funds to assist
candidates for next year's
Executive Council.
Brendan Wilson, off-campus
senator, resigned from the
SGA and Charles Harris is the
new senator from Gifford hall,
replacing Jim Tapley.

Recommendations made
(Continued from Page 1)
This policy would result in
a female to male ration of 7030, Carrier said Monday.
Subjective factors must be
used to ensure that the
university becomes a fully
co-educational institution, he
said.
In addition, the civil rights
office recommends in its
order that JMU should go
back and offer admission to
those applicants in last year's

RM4

applicant pool who would have
been offered admissions if
non-sex criteria had been used
originally.
If the school were to go
back and offer admission to
all these persons, Carrier
said, the number would be so
great that there would be no
freshman class next year.
The last recommendation
made by the Office for Civil
Rights is for JMU to delete a
statement from its catalog
which refers to its goal of
achieving a 50-50 ratio of men
and women students. The
catalog must include a
statement of
its
nondiscriminatory policy under
Tide IX.
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Announcements
Announcement
deadlines are 3 p.m
Tuesday for the Friday
paper and 3 p.m. Friday
for the Tuesday paper.
All announcements
must be double-spaced
typed, signed by an
officer
of
the
organization and hand
delivered
to The
Breeze office.
All announcements
are* subject to editing
and are printed on a
space-available basis.

Social work

/

There will be a meeting of
the Social Work Organization
Feb. 20at6:30 p.m. in Jackson
105. David Smith, a probation
officer from the 26th Regional
Juvenile District Court, will
be the guest speaker. Anyone
interested in learning more
about juvenile probation and
the juvenile court system is
welcome to attend.

Phi Beta Lambda
There will be a dinner
meeting for all Phi Beta
Lambda members Feb. 16 at 6
p.m. in the Shenandoah Room
of Chandler Hall.
A
representative from the
Virginia Employment
Commission will speak on
"Merchandising of
Job
Talents in our Free Enterprise System" following
dinner. A short meeting will
follow the speech. For more
information, please call 5668
or 4665.

VPIspeaker

Play auditions

Pizza party

Dr. Clyde Kramer, of
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University, will
speak on "Principles of
Design of Experiments" Feb.
20at 4:20 p.m. in Burruss 111.

There will be auditions for
the JMU Theatre production
of "Loot" a modern British
comedy by Joe Orton in Duke
Art 200 Feb. 21 at 7 p.m. and
Feb. 22 at 3 p.m. There are
roles for six men and one
woman. Performance dates
are April 18-23 and rehearsals
will begin after spring break

There will be a pizza party
with all the pizza you can eat
for 75 cents Feb. 17 at 7:30
p.m. in Chandler's Shenandoah Room. Contact Terri at
Box 2842 or phone 5312. The
party is sponsored by Catholic
Campus Ministry.

Panama film
The Latin- American
Studies Committee will
Smsor a film on the Panama
rial Feb. 20 at 4 p.m. in
Jackson 2.

Caps and gowns
A representative from
Graduation Regalia will be in
the south ballroom of the
campus center April 5 from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. All seniors and
graduate students expecting
to participate in the May
graduation exercise should
pick up their cap and gown at
this time.

Art exhibit
Ron and Barbara Wyancko,
assistant professors of art,
will have an exhibit of fiber
and metals at the main branch
of the Rdckingham National
Bank in Harrisonburg from
Feb. 20 through March 3.
The exhibit will be sponsored by the Harrisonburg
Junior Women's Club.

Sigma Nu Thooze
There will be a Sigma Nu
Thooze Feb. 18, 6-12 p.m.
Admission is $2.50 and
proceeds will go to the Heart

Seminar

Bread for World
Please join other concerned
students in discussing
alternate responses to world
hunger. There will be a
meeting for Bread for the
World Feb. 19 at 7:30 p.m. at
317 S. Liberty St. Call Elaine
at 433-8212 for more information. Faculty, as well as
students are welcome.
Coffee house
The Upper Room Coffee
House will have a night of
music, fun and fellowship
Feb.
18 at 8 p.m. in the
campus center ballroom.
Come and share-donations
will be taken at the door.

One-act plays
The James Madison
University Theatre will
present two one-act plays,
Jean-Claude vanltallie's
"Interview," and Thornton
Wilder's "Childhood," Feb.
17-18 in the Experimental
Theatre. The plays will be at 8
p.m. each evening and admission is 3.75.

& tpaaa m?\f\ui

CAREER PLANNING
AND PLACEMENT
OFFICE INTERVIEW
SCHEDULE FOR
FEBRUARY 1978
Feb. 20--C*mp
Highroad (Middleburg
and N.Va.)
summer employment
Feb. 21-Roanoke Co.
Schools
Aetna Life and Casualty
Insurance

A
seminar entitled
"U.S.Immigration Guidelines
and the Alien's Needs" will be
held in room C of the campus
center Feb. 21 from 1:30-3:30
p.m.
The seminar's speakers
will include Joseph Mongiello,
district director of the U.S.
Immigration Office in
Washington D.C ,and Thomas
Simians, assistant director of
the U.S. Immigration Office.
For further information
contact Dr. Bijan Saadatmand, associate professor of
psychology, at 433-6119.

Feb. 28-Green Co.
Schools
Amherst Co. Schools

Film contest

Music recital

Anyone interested in
competing in a student film
contest should submit films to
Dr. Ralph Cohen in the
English department by March
15. Any 8 mm, Super 8, or 16
mm movie by a JMU student
is eligible, the films will be
shown to the public on March
22 as part of the Fine Arts
Festival. First prize is $100.
For more information contact
Dr. Cohen at 6419.

Martha Beavers and
Breena Lane will present a
joint recital today at 3 p.m. in
the auditorium of Anthony
Seeger Campus School.
Beavers, who will fulfill her
requirement in the field of
piano, is a senior music
education major and Lane is a
junior voice major.
The
program will include works
from the baroque period
through the 20th century.

Feb. 22--Suffolk City
Schools

King's
summer

Dominion,
employment

Feb. 23-Richmond City

Schools

Smyth Co Schools
Feb. 27-Newport News
City Schools

&*4
JAZZ^
THE EFFECT UPON

THE AUDIENCE IS DEVASTATING
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WILSON HALL
Fri. Feb. 1? 8PM
JMU/ID- Reserved Tickets $3.00
Public Reserved Tickets $*U00
Locations! UPB Box Office,
The Muse, Mason's, Blue Mt
Fecords
Tickets on sale Feb.l HAM-HPM
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Article printed
»

in magazine
Dwayne Yancey, Editorial
Editor of The Breeze, has
had an article from The
Breeze re-published in
"Northern Virginian"
magazine.
The article, "The Urbanization of the Old
Dominion," is the first of a
four-part series entitled "The
State of Northern Virginia
(?)" which first appeared in
The Breeze last fall.

Base loses distinction
LAWTON, Okla. <AP) - Fort Sill may soon lose the
dubious distinction of being the only Army post in the
nation with outhouses.
Sen. Henry Bellmon, R Okla., announced that $17.3
million has been included in a proposed budget of the
Senate Budget Committee to replace the old facilities at
the post with a new trainee barracks complex.
Currently the 4.000 soldiers who undergo Fort Sill's 13
week artillery course are housed in barracks built in
1942 and designed to last five years.
The 125 barracks have no indoor latrines, and personal hygiene is attended to in 40 out-buildings scattered
throughout the complex.

Students take to bat swatting
SAVANNAH, ga. (AP) - Students at Beach High School
have taken to bat swatting in the classroom to fend off
hundreds of the furry flying mammals that have invaded the building.
The school had had a bat problem almost since it was
opened in 1950, but when janitors recently patched up
some holes in the attic where the bats usually stayed, the
bats congregated in the top two floors of the three-story
building.
The situation got so bad this week that teachers and
students declared war. They armed themselves with
brooms, books, shoes, tennis rackets and anything else
that could be used for swatting, and killed about 150 bats
in 75 minutes one day. a schooTspokesman said.

Evel lets nature take over
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Stunt motorcyclist Evel Knievel,
serving a six month jail term for assault, has decided to
let "Mother Nature take its course" and not undergo
surgery to correct old fractures of the vertebra and right
arm.
Knievel was examined by a team of surgeons at
County-USC Medical Center Monday after he complained of back pain. Pears were expressed initially
that the stuntman might suffer permanent paralysis
unless surgery is performed.
Authorities said Knievel, 39, would be returned to
Mira Loma Honor Farm to serve the 11 weeks remaining
on his jail term for beating television executive Sheldon
Saltman with a baseball bat.

People cheating on law
RICHMOND (AP) - The state police say some people are
cheating on Virginia's right-turn" on red law.
Many people are using unpaved shoulders to make
the turns, the department said.
Motorists approaching one or more vehicles stopped
for a traffic light at an intersection are pulling off the
highway onto the unpaved shoulder and advancing to the
traffic light to turn right on red.
The state police noted that it is illegal to pass by
driving off the pavement of a road and that people who
are caught doing it will be given traffic tickets.

Post buys newspaper
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Washington Post Co. has
acquired the Everett Herald in Everett, Wash., it was
announced Tuesday by Katharine Graham, chairman
of the Washington Post Co., and Robert D. Best Jr.,
president and publisher of the Herald.
The purchase price was not disclosed.
The Herald has a daily circulation of about 53,000,
primarily in Everett, 30 miles north of Seattle and southwestern Shohomish County. Best will remain as
president and publisher and no changes in the
newspaper's editorial and business management staff
are planned, according to the joint announcement.
Best's family had owned the Herald for more than 70
years. The Washington Post. Co. owns the Washington
Post newspaper. Newsweek magazine, the Trenton,
N.J., Times and television stations in Washington, D.C.,
Hartford. Conn., and Miami and Jacksonville. Fla.
The company recently agreed, subject to FCC approval, to exchange its Washington television station for
a television station in Detroit. Mich.
►.»*

DR. BENJAMIN COOPER discusses the National Energy
Act

-

Photo by David lsra«l

The remaining parts of the
series, which deal with the
historical, political, and
economic differences between Northern Virginia and
the rest of the state, will be
published in upcoming issues
of "Northern Virginian,"a
monthly magazine based ' in
Vienna.
Among the persons whom
Yancey either interviewed or
corresponded with in the
course of his research for the
series were columnists James
J. Kilpatrick and Charles
McDowell, historian Virginius
Dabney and various members
of the General Assembly.

'78 National Energy Act
contains booby trap issues
By KAREN HOBBS
As it now stands in congress, the National
Energy Act of,, 1978 contains several "boobytrap issues," or by-products of the "interesting
features of politics."
So Dr. Benjamin Cooper, a professional
member of the U.S. Senate commission on
energy and an American Physical Society
Congressional Fellow, described the present
status of President Carter's proposed energy
bill to students here Monday.
Cooper briefly reviewed the history of
Carter's energy package, an act announced
last April for taxing national energy use.
The proposed act calls for major national
conversions from oil to coal, as well as federal
regulations for consumers and industrial
energy conservation.- Congress has now
passed three-fifths of the energy act, including
provision for coal conversion, but regulations
for natural gas, "a highly political, sensitive
issue" have not passed.
Most attention has been focused on
programs for taxation of energy. Cooper said.
The U.S. is "about the only country not to tax
oil extensively," but most other countries,
unlike the U.S., are oil-poor and receive their
tax revenues from non-citizens.
The "funny logic that prevails," however, is
that there can be no tax bill until a gas bill also
passes.
This "sorry state," in Cooper's opinion, is
primarily a result of political issues. The
energy act. Carter's first major campaign
achievement, was produced quickly by a new
s.aff last year.
Furthermore, Cooper said, the act passed
quickly through the House "without recon-

ciliation of features with reality."
For
example, some areas lack railroads for
transporting coal rather than oil, and some
areas have natural gas which can be used
more cheaply than coal.
Conversely, the Senate is guilty of the
"other extreme," having gutted some features
while substantially rewriting major portions of
the bill. The results, Cooper said, contribute to
the following "booby-traps."
1.
Economic factors.
Energy is so
"ingrained" into the economy that a 10 percent
decrease in gas consumption would necessitate
a .100 percent gas price increase.
2. Conservation vs. production. Conservation, ' while it requires changes in the
lifestyle of consumers and industry alike,
would eventually flatten gas costs. On the
other hand, increased production of domestic
energy sources would cost several times
current expenditures.
3. Large vs. small industries. Breaking up
large industrial powers and promoting small
businesses would change the market structure to foster competition. Promoters of both
supply and demand and government control
policies are "all mushed up" between
Democrats and Republicans.
While the energy problem probably
justifies the energy bill, Cooper concluded, it
also leaves "deeply felt unresolved questions."
The fundamental values and structure of the
economy, old economic wars between public
and private utilities and the nature of longterm research such as solar energy compared
to more immediate research such as nuclear
energy are all involved and largely unanswered.

Activities set for Negro History Week
As part of National Negro
History Week, the Black
Student Alliance will sponsor
several activities next week.
The schedule for the week
is as follows:
Sinday-Rev B.J. Williams
of the First Baptist Church of
Harrisonburg will speak on
"The Black Church Today";
Jackie Walker of the history
department -"What Happened to Roots?"; Dr. Helen
Swink of the English department-"The
Negro
in
Literature." These talks
begin at 3:30 p,m. in Chandler
'HaHVShenandoah'Rodm: ""

On WMRA's "Ebony in
Perspective," Brenda Carr
will conduct an "Interview
with President Carrier." at 9
p.m.
Tuesday-Daphyne Sunders, an admissions counselor
will speak on "Financial and
Job
Opportunities
for
Minority Students" at 7 p.m.
in the campus center
ballroom.
Wednesday~"Mahogany"
will be shown in Wilson Hall at
7:30 and 9 p.m. The cost is $.75
with i.d.
, . Thursdayr-Nikki Giovanni,
•writer, leeturerano*recording

artist will speak at 8 p.m. in
Wilson Hall. A reception will
be held afterwards in Chandler Hall, Shenandoah Room.
Friday-The Black Magic
Theatre Group will perform in
Wilson Hall at 8 p.m.
Saturday-A block show
featuring the sororities of
Delta Sigma Theta and Alpha
Sigma Alpha will be held.in
the campus center ballroom
at 2 p.m.
Feb. 26-TheW.E. Campher
Memorial Mass Choir of
Hagerstown, MD. will perform ' in ■ the ca mpus center
ballroom at 3:30 p.m.
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Professional educator of year award given
A member of the Page
County School Board, a
retired Rockingnam County
school supervisor, and the
former state superintendent
of public instruction received
James Madison University's
annual Educator of the Year
awards Tuesday night.
Dorothy Swank, retired
teacher and elementary
supervisor in the Rockingnam
County school system,
received the award for a
professional educator.
The award for contributions to education by a
layman went to Dr. JR.
Holsinger, a member of the
Page school board since 1970.
A special award was
presented to Dr. Woodrow
Wilkerson, who served as the
state's superintendent of
public instruction from I960 to
1975.
The Educator of the Year
awards have been presented
annually for the last seven
years by Greater Madison,
Inc., a JMU support group.
Tuesday's
awards
presentation was preceded by
a performance in Chandler
Hall by the theater group
which has just returned from
the USO tour in Europe.
The winner of the
professional educator award,
swank, was with the
Rockingnam County system
for 44 years until her
retirement in 1973. Swank
joined the county system in
1929 and taught for the next 26
years. In 1955, she was named
the county's elementary
supervisor and served in that
capacity for 18 years until she
retired.
In addition, Swank taught
courses in elementary
education at Bridgewtaer
College and taught extension
courses for the University of
Virginia in Stauntoh and
Winchester.

Swank has edited handbooks on kindergarten and
helped plan the county's first
summer kindergarten. She
also did work which led to the
establishment of special
education classes in the
county.
Dr. Holsinger, the winner
of the layman award, has been
on the Page school board since
1970 and was board chairman
in 1973-74 and 1976-77.
He has served as the team
physician for Luray High
School Band Association.
Holsinger served as a
member of the site selection
committee for a new Luray
High School and Page County
Intermediate School and has
worked with the Page County
Education Association in
seeking salary increases and
benefits for school employees.
Greater Madison's first
special award for contributions to education went to
Dr. Wilkerson who held the
position of state superintendent of public instruction
for 15 years-longer than any
of his predecessors.
Following his retirement in
1975, he continued to serve as
a member of the State Council
of Higher Education and as a
commissioner
on
the
Education Commission of the
Commonwealth.
He also

served under Governor Mills
Godwin, Jr. last year as the
state Secretary of Human
Resources.
Wilkerson, a native of
Prince Edward County, has
his bachelor's degree from
Hampden-Sydney.
his
master's from William and
Mary, and his doctorate from
the University of Maryland.
He began his educational
career as a teacher at Victoria

High School in Lunenburg
County in 1934.
He later
served as principal of high
schools in Buckingham
County, King William County,
and Smyth County before
joining the staff of the State
Department of Education in
1945.
Wilkerson
served
in
various capacities in the
education department before
being named superintendent

in 1960. He was a member of
the James Madison University Board of Visitors from
1964 to 1966 and was cited by
the board in 1967 for his
contributions to the university. He is a past president of
the National Association of
State Supervisors
and
Directors of Secondary
Education and has been active
in many other state and
national organizations.

JMU receives $10,000 endowment
James Madison University
received a gift Tuesday night
which will enable the
university to establish its first
endowed chair.
The SlO.OOO-a-year gift was
presented to JMU by DegeschAmerica. Inc., which will soon
be opening a plant in
Harrisonburg.
Dr. Jeremiah Sullivan,
president
of
DegeschAmerica, made the presentation to JMU President
Ronald Carrier at the
"Educator of the Year"
awards program of Greater
Madison, Inc.
The contribution to JMU
will allow the university to
establish the DegeschAmerica
Chair
of
In-

SOUTHAMPTON

ternational Marketing, Dr.
Carrier said.
The funds from DegeschAmerica will be used to
augment the normal JMU
salary for a professor and
allow the university to hire a
nationally-noted scholar to fill

the new position, a university
spokesman said.
Carrier said the university
hopes to establish the endowed chair by this fall and
fill the position by the time the
Degesch America plant opens
here.
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Contact the
Navy Officer Information Team,
Placement Office,
March 28-30, 9a.m. - 4p.m..
or call toll free: 1-800-552-9947.
1
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Mr. Madison meets HEW and diseoncerto
(Continued from Page 2)
What seems to be the
problem?"
"Well, you see Mr.
Madison." the president
began slowly, as if himself
unsure of exactly what was
Sing on. "this one office of
CW accuses us of practicing
sex discrimination in our
admissions policies."
"Nothing wrong with that,"
replied the 18th century Mr.
Madison. "No gentleman of
honor would allow himself to
be educated in the presence of
ladies. The fairer sex is incapable of comprehending
those difficult subjects that
men must master in order to
govern the world's affairs."
"In 1778 perhaps, but not
1978."
"Why. I would not even
allow Dolley to come to my
university..."
"Ah, yes, well, anyway Mr.
Madison, the problem is that if
we judge our applicants on
grades alone, then we would
risk becoming a single-sex
institution."
"Why. naturally." agreed

Mr. Madison.
"Everyone
knows that the male intellect
is superior."
The president began to
explain what he meant but
decided that the shock would
be too great, so he chose a
more delicate course.
"The problem is that this
fine university was once a
girl's school."
"Yes, that is a problem. I
have noticed a number of, ah,
females on campus and I nave
meant to inquire on that point
but have never gotten to it."
"To overcome that, we
have tried to even out our
enrollments."
"Commendable, I am sure
that with such gifted
leadership as yours that this
little inconvenience will be
eradicated in no time."
"Ah, yes," said the
president, hoping no female
faculty members were within
earshot, "the real problem is
that there is another office in
HEW which says that we can't
go by grades alone in admissions, that we have to mix
and match so to speak to in-
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"Last week I attended a
concert of sorts in the campus
center. Strange though, instead of calling it a concerto,
it was called something like
disco, no doubt an abbreviated
version of diseoncerto as the
music was rather disconcerting. Very different from
what it was in our day,
although it was quite
education. In fact, one of the
songs was about
architecture. The title I believe
was something to the effect of
' Brick House'..."

JMU debaters attend Pa. Tournament
The James
Madison
University debate . team
participated in the 28th Annual Garvey Invitational at
Kings' College in Wilkes
Barre, Pa.
This tournament, held Feb.
10-12, marked the seventh of
this season's last eight in
which JMU debaters have
won awards.

Jim McCauley and Steve
Nunn received a trophy for
advancing to the octo-finals
(top 16 teams), where they
debated Fairmont State
College and were defeated.
They had achieved the fifth
best record in the tournament
until that time.
Also participating in the
competition was the team of

WVMAMrtftAMVMAftAftArtAAftrtArtrtAMAMMIMAMM

Come in and check
out our
Custom
Washington's
Monograming Birthday specials'
Available
4f E. ««tof St.
434-1004
[••**< Aa tarfciaf Jaak)

Angela HochmeisterandLynn
White, which finished 44.
McCauley and Nunn finished
with a 6-2 record.
Twenty
schools
were
represented at the Invitation,
and 32 teams competed.

Prof publishes
history book
Dr. Daniel McFarland,
professor of history, has had
his book entitled "Historical
Dictionary of Upper Votta"
published by the Scarecrow
Press of Metuchen, N.J.
McFarland's
book
is
volume 14 in a series of
reference books entitled
"African Historical Dictionaries." When finished, the
series will have a volume for
each African country.
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"Dear Tom." he began,
some disturbing news has
reached me concerning the
state of our federal government.
However, before I
relate to you these said facts,
first let me tell you about
some other activities here at
my university.

J/-I1
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"Why that's tyranny! The
federal government violating
state sovereignty! And not
even King George was this
inconsistent-intolerable, yes,
but never contradictory."
What do you plan to do about
this gross injustice?"
"Well, we have reaffirmed
our position and next week I
will lead a delegation to
Washington to discuss the
matter/'
Mr. Madison applauded
"Hold firm. Withdraw from

the federal compact if the
central government insists on
infringing on your liberties."
"That's been tried before."
"Oh. it has. I take it that it
did not fare well."
"Not especially," the
president responded and then
excused himself. "So many
things happening at once, this
HEW
thing, professors
complaining about tenure,
students complaining about
alcohol policies, why can't
people ever argue about
important subjects?"
Mr. Madison mulled over
what he had just learned and
then retired to the library,
being among the fortunates
and locating an empty carrell
in less than half an hour.
Quite perplexed over the news
he had learned, he commenced a letter to his old
friend Tom in Charlottesvilie.
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crease minority enrollment
s*;
Mr. Madison was puzzled.
"How does one resolve thattwo offices in the same
department issuing contradictory regulations?"
"That's a good question,
Mr. Madison, and I wish I had
the answer."

.
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Half of all violent shows on NBC, PTA says
CHICAGO (AP) - Half of
the 10 most violent snows on
television are on NBC, the
national Parent Teacher
Association said Wednesday,
while CBS has only two
programs in that category and
was most responsive to efforts
to reduce murder and
mayhem on TV.
ABC, ranked second in the
number of violent shows, was
"downright hostile" to
inquiries and threatened to
substitute violence with sex in
programming, the PTA said.
The criticism followed a
PTA survey of 3,000 members
who
watched
network
programs between Oct. 22 and
Dec. 2, 1977, and picked the
ones they considered the 10
best, worst and most violent.
PTA President Grace
Baisinger discussed the

"report card to the networks"
with reporters.
ABC said in reaction it was
"pleased with some of the
findings" but "disappointed
that other excellent programs
from our diversified schedule
were either overlooked or
improperly evaluated."
NBC said tire PTA study
"appears, to be based not on
objective or scientific criteria
but rather on subjective value
judgments, not necessarily
reflecting those of the country
as a whole." CBS declined
immediate comment.
Rated most objectionable
because of Violence in the PTA
survey, although in no particular order, were:
NBC
movies:
"Kojak," CBS:
"Charlie's Ang; V ABC:
"Police Womai.'' NBC:
"Rockford Files," NBC: "Sty

New steel alloy found
BERKELEY, Calif. (AP>A sturdy, lightweight steel
that could reduce automobile
weight and cut fuel coinsumption has been developed
by California engineers, the
University of California said
Wednesday.
Gareth Thomas, a material
science engineer who helped
develop the new alloy at the
university's Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory, said the
weight of a 3,000-pound
automobile could be reduced
by 400 pounds. That, he said,
could boost gas mileage by
about two miles per gallon.
Thomas and a colleague,'
Joyoung Koo, obtained a
permit for the new alloy in
January.
The project,
financed by the U.S. Department of Energy, was begun in
response to the automobile
industry's growing need for a
lighter steel.
Thomas said he and Koo
discovered that a steel alloy
containing iron, two percent

silicon and one tenth of one
percent carbon developed a
fiber-like structure when
cooled in two rapid, distinct
steps.

the Prairie. "NBC: "Eight is
Enough,"
ABC:
"Fitzpatricks," CBS; "Rafferty."
CBS: "The Waltons," CBS.
"Grizzly Adams," NBC:
"Donnie and Marie," ABC:
"Mulligan's Stew," NBC:
"World of Disney." NBC; and
"60 Minutes," CBS.
The best were chosen on
program quality, their lack of
"offensive content" and their
portrayal of the quality of life
in the United States.
Three of the 10 best are
current favorites in A.C.
Nielsen ratings:
"Little
House on the Prairie" ranked
fourth in the latest ratings:
"60 Minutes," fifth; and "The
Waltons," 20th.
ABC and CBS tied for the
number of shows among the 10
worst, with four each. NBC
had two.

The 10 worst included:
"Soap." ABC:
"The Redd
Foxx Show." ABC; "Maude."
CBS: NBC movies: "Man
from Atlantis,"
NBC:
"Kojak," CBS; . "Threes
Company.''
ABC;
CBS
movies:
"Welcome Back,
Kotter." ABC; and "Busting
Loose." CBS.
Of the worst, three shows
were ranked high in Nielsen's
latest ratings:
"Three's
Company," No. 3; "Charlie's
Angels," No. 7 and "Starsky
and Hutch," No. 18.
The worst shows were
chosen "for a variety of
reasons." the
PTA said,
including "offensively portrayed sexuality and violence,
stereotyping of women and
minorities and general lack of
program quality and entertainment value."

GEORGE WASHINGTON'S
BIRTHDAY SALE
& general clearance sale

Storewide savings up to 80% off!!
stereo systems & components, car decks,
guitars, P.A. systems and keyboards.

SUMMER CAMP
STAFF NEEDED
INTERVIEWS—(CAREER PLANNING i
& PLACEMENT OFFICEJj
FEBRUARY 20, 1978
U.Methodist Church
JResidentCamp Highroad |
jneeds: (Middleburg, Va.)
i Counselors Waterfront
{Director Crafts Coor.
[Nature-Ecology Coor.
also interviewing for
|Day Camps located in
i Northern Virginia and
'need: Counselors Field
jjTrip Coor. (interviews
appt. only)

(23 fl*d to* ^^
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Million Dollar Man," ABC:
"Bionic Woman." NBC:
"Starsky and Hutch." ABC:
"Man from Atlantis," NBC:
and CBS movies.
The PTA said the programs
contained "violence to persons. , property or laws,
violence that was unnecessary
to plot development or
glorified violence." Baisinger
said CBS offered programs
with the best overall quality
and was most responsive to
PTA efforts to reduce violence
on TV and improve program
quality generally.
But the
survey showed CBS with four
of the 10 programs rated
"worst" by the reviewers.
The PTA's unranked list of
the best programs included
four from NBC. four from CBS
and two from ABC.
They were: "Little House on

ACE ELECTRIC
~ 26 Pleasant Hill Rd.
433-4722
across from Shank I apts.

tia

Scented tziun, Assorted bowl* on sale
frem 20 f 40%

■

tffi dill* 10-5

frltil*

Acretf frem aid Subsidiary tf
The Stda She*

J

lie University Square celebrates
Oeorje Washington's Birthday
savtafs frsM 50%-70% off
•n all whiter merchandise.
i
ladles sweaters, dresses, shirts, states,
scarves, and fashlt-n flt-wers.
I Men's flannel shirts and sweaters.

Pepfetple
February 21-26 8 p.ID.
SatiiDei0- 5bae)'fei° Sbeat,r>e

University Square
Sale starts Sat 18
heurs: 10 -5 Fri. nltes till 01

r^etepvalioi->&: 43*-6260
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'A lot of terrible advice 'for 'winter blues'
(Continued from Page |)
The advice you get here is
from people from all walks of
life They differ from you in
one major way they are
having fun, you are not. They
do not have the winter blues.
" The people interviewed by
this writer stood out in the
dull, dreary crowd. No matter
how cold and gray the
weather, they were warm and
bright, as well as efficient,
cheerful and alert. Not all of
their advice will appeal to
you. However,
some of it
may help.

"<T>
Ewt

Aly
Shaka.
Richmond
street vendor: "When my life
goes in a rut I work on what I
love-making candles to sell.
That doesn't sound like much.
But it's the one thing I do
better than anyone In the
universe. I just go to my
workroom and I see the wax
taking shape with a streak of
color there and a loop here. I
think about that burning in
someone's window at night
and how good they must feel
when they look at
it
Everyone in the world should
have one thing they can do

better than everyone else.
Your live never gets in a rut if
you have that secret power
locked up in you."
Beth, twelve-year-old
student: "I would tell people
to do their work even if they
don't feel like it. Otherwise, it
piles up and you feel terrible.
You don't have time to play or
talk or watch TV. So do your
homework even If you don't
want to Then you have time
for your fun stuff."
Andy White, tmckdriver:
"Driving gets boring fast
What keeps me out of a rut

would be taking a friend along
to talk to. There's always
enough to talk about The beat
thing in the world to bet out of
a rut is having a friend to talk
to who can talk back, make
you laugh and laugh at Jokes
you crack."
Melanie Hunter.secretaryfUederk at the Pentagon: "I
really like the people I work
with. We're good to each
other and want each other to
be happy. In the winter it's
easy to get in a bad mood.
When that happens to one of
use. the others notice and try
to help. For example, I was so
sick of the lousy weather and
traffic a few days ago. One of
the secretaries here asked me
if I wanted to talk
So I
complained and complained.
Then we went to dinner in a
real
cheery,
homey
restaurant. I felt like a new
person.
It helped to have
people who care."

Nrtf in tofhnt Florid*

m a«4 Trt*l i «»tt -* H tlj* *p *« for
toftott, Hi. Mireh 4-11, 6 fcys, S nlgta
CM*

Accomodations
Ocean front room, quad.
occupancy, swimming pool,
keg party, and
restaurant
Price Per Person: w/o transportation $89.50
w/bus
$139.50

W Window
BRIGHTEN UP
YOUR WINTER
WITH

Contact: Gino Bell 433-4260 deadline approaching!!

GREEN PLANTS
AND
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Jaaey Myers, keasewife:
I get my hostilities out doing
housework
I slam the
garbage in the cans.
If
something like a shoe gets in
my way while I'm vacuuming,
I kick it as hard as I can I
really stomp around. I hate
being cooped up in the winter,
so I get all my anger out and
dean up at the same time."
Curt Farrell. WashlttgtW
draftsman:
"I run three
miles every day. On freezing
cold days I don't fed like it.
One day it was so odd I fdt
like my lungs would explode.
Wdl, not really. It hurt at
first But I'm always glad I
made the effort. Your blood is
rushing through your veins,
you're up, alert You feel
rt, like you can conquer
world. It's almost impossible to lay around feeling
sorry for yourself after a good
run.'

to appear here
"Ernie Pyle I and II" will
be presented by actor William
Windom oh Feb. 20, at 8 p.m.
in Wilson Hall Auditorium.
"Ernie Pyle I" utilizes
material from the famed
columnist's pre-war travels
and "Ernie Pyle II" confines
itself to his coverage of World
War H-from England through
North Africa, Europe and the
Pacific.
JMU students will be admitted to the performance
free with ID and tickets for the
public will be available at the
door for $2 and $3.

I
I
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ELIZABETH, formerly of Hair Power,
is stillcutting hair in Harrisonburg.
Same phone number, different
location. Call to find out where.

1

"3atfc>5«33: 434-5533 '
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WASHINGTON STATE FANCY
RED OR GOLDEN DELICIOUS

APPLES

CHEESE PIZZAS

will be in the Student Union

M a~

collecting ballot-signatures

X

KEEBLER 140Z

ELFWICH COOKIES

PEPSI
8PK 160Z Bott

' Plus Dep.

On Tuesday, February 21,

Frank M. Rosenblatt
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JENO'S 12PK 240Z
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PORTERHOUSE

and passing out campaign

OSCAR MAYER i
MEAT OR BEEF |

literature. Mr. Rosenblatt is

FRANKS ]w i

running as an independent

OSCAR MAYER

candidate for the office of
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Dukes get by The Citadel despite a 'flat' game
JMU's Sherman Dillard scores 2000th career point in a 27-point effort

f*

By DENNIS SMITH
It was one of those "flat"
games the James Madison
University basketball team
would just as soon forget.
The Dukes, who were
riding a five-game winning
streak that included wins over
Old Dominion and William &
Mary, seemed to be prime
candidates for an upset at the
hands of The
Citadel.
However, Steve Stielper hit
both ends of a one-and-one
with five seconds remaining to
allow JMU to hold off the
Bulldogs, 71-70, Monday night.
"Everything was just flat
tonight," head coach Lou
Campanelli said.
"I was
grabbing for straws to try to
get anything going."
In the first six minutes of
the game, it looked as though
someone had put a cover over
JMU's basket. While JMU hit
three of its first 14 shots, The
Citadel's outside shooters-eightof their first ten-found
the Dukes' tired 2-3 zone easy
prey, to grab a 16-6 lead.
The Bulldogs' five-footeight guard Randy Nesbit
drilled three 20-foot jumpers
and added a layup to lead his
team's spurt.
Things got no better for the
Dukes in the next eight
minutes, with The Citadel
owning a 12-point lead on
three occasions.
With 6:28 left in the half,
the Dukes' offense finally
showed its first signs of
coming alive when Roger
Hughett hit a free throw and a
minute later drove for a layup
to bring JMU within eight at
25-17.
After the Bulldogs Bob
Hoak hit his second 20-foot
jumper within a minute,
Stielper hit a hook and was
fouled by Wade Moore. He hit
the free throw to complete the
three-point play and to cut The

Citadel margin to 27-20.
But it was not until Nesbit's
JMU counterpart W.C. Butler
entered the game that the
offense got into high gear.
Butler, who had played in only
seven games ana averaged 0.9
points per game was the
catalyst for the Dukes' rally
which included scoring the
next 11 of 15 points to tie the
game at 31-31.
"I took a chance that
Butler, who hadn't played
much, would be hungry,"
Campanelli said.
Before then, Campanelli
had played seven different
combinations of players,
which included 10 out of 11
active players.
"I was looking' for a
combination," he smd.
The Dukes tied the game,
31-31, on Gerard Maturine's
slam dunk with nine seconds
remaining. Maturine was the
only exception from Campanelli's recent ban on the
slam dunk.
"I told him if he got the ball
underneath, to just go ahead
and dunk it," Campanelli
said.
The second half began as a
shoot out, with both teams
hitting over 60 percent of their
shots, but neither team could
take command.
The Dukes finally took the
lead for good on Sherman
Dillard's two free throws with
3:12 remaining.
After blocking
Tom
Slawson's shot, Stielper ran
down court and scored a layup
to put JMU ahead 65-62, with
1:40 remaining.
Rick Swing nit both ends of
a one-and-one for The Citadel,
but Stielper hit another layup
with 55 seconds left to
maintain the Dukes' threepoint margin at 67-64.
Dillard and Swing then
(Continued on Page 15)

JMU'S ROGER HUGHETT <U.» drives the
baseline for two points in Monday's 71-70

squeaker over The Citadel. Steve Stielper, (44)
was ready for a rebound.
Photo by m B,n.viti

Tracksters seventh in States
By KEVIN CROWLEY
Sam Onwuli's victory and
two school records proved to
be one of James Madison's
few high points Tuesday, as
they finished seventh in the
Virginia State Championship
indoor track meet.
Virginia Tech won the
Championships with a 57-point
total, followed by Virginia (44
points), VMI (42.5), William
and Mary (39), Richmond
(34), Virginia State (20.5) and
JMU compiling 17 points.
James Madison, in only
their second year of NCAA
Division I competition, did
improve in the standings over
last year.
"We finished eighth last
year, so I think from that
standpoint this year was
better," * id Coach Ed Witt
"All of I.
ams ahead of us
are Division I, except Va. St.,
who finished sixth in the
Division II nationals."
Sam
Onwuli,
JMU's
transfer student from Nigeria,
broke his fourth and fifth
school records during the
Championships. In winning
the triple jump and setting a

school record at 49'10", Onwuli came within an inch and
a quarter of the state reccord.
Onwuli also moved the school
record for the long jump to
23'7 3-4", but that distance
only got him a third-place
finish.
High jumper Tim Collins
earned a fourth place in the
high jump and in the process
6

We finished eighth
last year, so...this
year was better*

broke a school record with a
6'6 1-2" leap. Long-distance
runners Mike Greehan and
George Woodson also took
places in the mile and 880,
respectively. Greehan, who
finished fifth, had an unofficial time of 4:23.3. Woodson
also finished fifth with an
unofficial time of 1:58.6
Another JMU runner, Pete
Desrosiers, failed to place in.
■ theeoo-yard run. but did set a

school record of 1:15.2 in that
same event.
Pole vaulter Mike Perry,
whom many people expected
to place very well, never fully
recovered from the flu he had
all week and was never a
factor in competition.
In the high hurdles, one of
JMU's stronger events, a
series of strange events kep
hurdler Keith Pope from ever
finishing.
Pope, who last
Saturday set a school record
in the 60-yard high hurdles,
was apparently hindered by
another runner.
"I was in the third lane and
during the race a guy next to
me from (Va.) Tech hit my
fourth hurdle with his trailing
foot." Pope explained. "The
hurdle, instead of falling over,
came flying back at me, just
as I was approaching it. I hit
that hurdle and the next one
also. I had been in second
place, but after all this happened, I couldn't continue.
"Coach Witt and I
protested for about 45
minutes, but the judges said
they didn't see anything. The,
(Continued on Page 15)
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leads Dukes
to win over Citadel
(Continued from Page 14)
excnanged baskets within
seven seconds the last of
which was with ten seconds
remaining leaving the score at
69-68.
The Bulldogs went into a
full-court press and fouled
Stielper with five seconds to
go.
Stielper, who is the
leading JMU free-throw
shooter, hitting 83 percent, hit
both ends of the one-and-one
to make the score 71-68.
Hoak then drove through
the middle of the JMU defense
for a layup with just seconds
to go, but The Citadel could
not get the ball back before
the clock ran out.
On the strength of their 13
for 21 second half shooting, the
Dukes outshot The Citadel 5450 percent. JMU also out
rebounded the smaller

Bulldogs 31 to 26.
One bright spot for the
Dukes was Dillard's 2000career point that came on a
layup with 16:34 to tie the
game at 41-41.
"I'm very happy for
Sherman," Campanelli said.
"He was our first blue-chip
player we signed and I could
go another 25 years without
having another student:athlete
like Sherman." Diliard was
the Dukes leading scorer with
27 points on ten of 14 from the
field and seven for seven from
U\e free-throw line. Stielper
added 23 points for JMU.
The Citadel had a more
balanced scoring attack with
Nesbit leading with 16 points
on eight for 13 from the field.
Swing had 15 and Slwason and
Chris Davis added 14 each for
the Bulldogs.

Underdogs beat Weenies

"*'***•-■..

CENTER GERARD MATURINE (50) hits a
short jumper in JMU'8 win over the Citadel
Monday. Maturine, playing nine minutes,
scored four points and grabbed three

rebounds. But JMU's Sherman Diliard was the
game's leading scorer with 27 points, including
scoring his 2000th career point in the second
half of Monday's game.
**••• *r •"•* •«

Whiz Kids win b-ball title
By HOLLY WOOLARD
The Whiz Kids defeated
Frederikson Dormitory 30-24
Tuesday, for the Women's
Intramural
Basketball
Championship.
After a first half score of 164, it appeared that "the kids"
were just too much for dorm
championship team to handle.
But with a 20-point second
half, Frederikson made their
comeback and was only
behind two points with 45
seconds left in the game.
Holly Kelly, point-guard for
the Whiz Kids, scored on a
layup 15 seconds later to give
"the kids" a four-point advantage. Teammate Terri
Wrightson connected on two
foul shots seconds afterwards,
to seal the victory for the Whiz
Kids.
Wrightson led "the kids"
offensively with ten points.
Kelly scored nine and "did a
good job working the ball
inside*' said coach Kathy
Peter.
The game's high scorer
was FrederiksonV Diane
Bridgeforth with 12 points.
"She was the only person that
wasn't afraid to snoot," said
player-coach Susan LaMotte.
LaMotte did not play due to
illness.
"We
had
aggressive
playing from the bench," said
Whiz Kid Coach Teri
Brothers.
"For example.
Bunny Southerly usually

doesn't, play that much, but
she came off the bench to do a
great defensive job."
The Whiz Kids used a very
aggressive 2-1-2 defense,
forcing: Frederikson to take
outside, shots. Although the
dorm team was taller, the kids
came up with most of the
rebounds.
"I was really pleased with
the team's performance,"
said LaMotte. "If we had only
gone *- the foul line, it may

have made a difference."
Frederikson did not shoot
one foul shot all night, according to LaMotte.
"The officials missed a
couple of crucial fouls, that
may have changed things,"
she said. "Bridgeforth got
hacked three times while
driving to basket and I know
she would have at least made
one of the foul shots."
The Whiz Kids earned their
(Continued on Page 16)

By WILLIAM SULLIVAN
the Underdogs shut out the
Weenies 12-0 Tuesday in intramural football action.
The losers, twice flag
football champions, failed to
score on five offensive series.
The victors scored on their
first possession, using backs
David Harris and Skip
Eastman as workhorses,
capped the drive on quarterback Jack
Fraser's
scramble into the end zone.
The Weenies' next drive
was spoiled as Lou Eastman
intercepted Greg Casales
pass. On the next play, Harris
slashed through the line for
the final score.
Underdogs captain Artie
Dibari said, "We want to be
number one and you have to
beat the Weenies." His ALeague team had accomplished both goals.
In
the
Championship
League, Sigma Nu defeated
White 14-0. White held the
fraternity scoreless the first
half. Then, Scott Lowke swept
left, cut across field for a 6-0
Sigma Nu lead, Andy Parsons' touchdown, followed by
John Capatelli's two-point
conversion, concluded the
game.
in other games, running
back Kevin McKenna's oneyard run provided Shorts with
an 8-0 victory. Gifford beat
Ashby 7-0, and Ikenberry
topped TKE 6-2. The Machine

whipped Outlaws 12-6, and
Mississippi Wild Bunch
triumphed over WPOD 3.
In C-League action, FTroop stifled ROTC Rowdies
6-0.
The troop featured
several soccer players and
lead their division.

Tracksters
seventh
(Continued fiom Page 14)
judges didn't see a lot ot
things all day. I thought mere
should have been a lot more
disqualifications."
Unfortunately for teammate Jeff Artis, Pope's
problems tended to overshadow his fine run in the
same race. Artis finished
second, clocking a 7.4.
At this stage in its
development, JMU is not a
major factor in state track
competition. They have had
problems with their practice
facilities and they are a young
team that should soon show
signs of improvement. The
fact still remains that these
individual athletes have yet to
blend together as a team.
"Some
things
were
pleasing, some not," Coach
Witt said, "But considering
toe general condition of the
. team and our recent practice
facilities, I'm pleased with the
outcome of the Championships."

bosh. Diliard honored tomorrow
James Madison University will honor senior basketball
players Sherman Diliard and Pat Dosh prior to tomorrow
night's game at Godwin Hall between JMU and Western
Carolina University. Tomorrow's game is the final home
game of the 1977-78 season for the Dukes.
Diliard and Dosh are the number one and two scorers in
JMU$ basketball history. Diliard entered Thursday's game
with Randolph-Macon with a career total of 2,015 points,
while Dosh has scored 1,406 points for the Dukes.
•
Diliard. who earned All-America honors three times when
the Dukes were playing at the Division II level, has been a
starter for JMU since his freshman year. He was also a firstteam College Division Academic All - America selection at
the conclusion of the 1975-76 season and was a second team
College Division Player of the Year for the 1975-76 season by
the Roanoke Valley Sports Club and has twice been named
JMU's Most Valuable Player.
Diliard missed all of last season, JMU's first at the
Division I level, with a broken bone in his right foot. This
season he is averaging 20.4 points a game.
For his JMU career, Diliard has averaged 21 points and
5.4 rebounds a game.
T
vr.
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Dosh has been a starter for the Dukes since midway
through his freshman year. He was named JMU's Most
Valuable Player.after his sophomore season and was an
Honorable Mention selection to the All-South Independent
Basketball Team last season after averaging 20.3 points and
9.5 rebounds a game.
Dosh has averaged 14.1 points and eight rebounds a game
for his JMU career.
"It's impossible to overstate what Sherman Diliard and
Pat Dosh have meant to our basketball program," said JMU
head coach Lou Campanelli. "They have obviously been
very instrumental in the rapid growth of our basketball
program to the Division I level.
"Not only are Sherman and Pat outstanding basketball
players, they're outstanding young men," Campanelli said.
"I certainly hope that our fans will join us in honoring them
on tomorrow night."
.
The JMU - Western Carolina game is scheduled to begin at
8 p.m. and will be preceded by a game between the James
Madison Duchesses and Virginia Tech. The Duchesses Virginia Tech game is scheduled to begin at 5:45 p.m.

•.
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Whiz Kids win b-ball title
as she usually does. Turner
failed to score in the finals.
Teammate Cheryl Stukey was
held to two points, which was
also a season low.
"It's great to coach when
you win," said first-time
mentor Peter Peter plays for
the women's team at JMU and
"learned a lot of stuff from
watching" her team.
"The team - set a good
example for me," said the
coach. "After I watch them
play. I think about how I do
things on the court more.
By observing their moves I

(Continued from Page 15)
way into the finals by
defeating the Ettes 55-40
Frederikson captured the
dorm tide after a 27-20 victory
over Chappelear.
"We baa never scored near
that much." said LaMotte. "I
think the team may have been
psyched
out." she said.
•We had always keyed on
defense before and were
concerned whether we could
put the ball in."
The Whiz Kids' leading
scorer. Kathy Turner, was
sick and didn't play as much

Snow removal equipment scarce
due to weather
which calls for making spring
garden tools at this time of the
year.
True Temper Co., a shovel
and garden tool subsidiary of
Allegheny
Ludlum
in
Cleveland, had extended its
snow
tool
production
schedule, which normally
ends in mid December and
starts again for the next
season in May.

(AP) - If you're weary of
shoveling snow; this winter,
look on the bright side: You
may be lucky just to own a
snow shovel.
A run on snow equipment
has created a shovel shortage
in some areas of the country
hit hard by severe winter
weather. Mechanical snow
throwers are even more
scarce.

Manufacturers of rock salt
also report that this season's
heavy snow have put that
commodity in short supply.
And the problem has been
aggravated by accidents and
other difficulties that ham-

The leading producers are
sold out and there are reports
of a sharp increase in thefts in
a number of states, creating
somewhat of a "white
market" in stolen snow
removal equipment.

.VOICE OF
o THE

can see what works best and
why."
WOMEN'S
INTRAMURAL
STANDINGS
1. ( happelear 26
2. Frederikson 25
3. Hoffman 18
t. Eagle 3 U
» „
5. Dingledine 10
6. CCM 9
7. Converse 5
8. Wayland 5
9. Logan 3
10. Shorts -1
11. Eagle -6
REMAINING SPORTS:
Softball and Track

pered transportation on the
Mississippi River, where
several manufacturers have
packaging plants.
The situation is worse for
mechanical snow blowers.
Major manufactuers say they
are sold out of this year's
stock and have already
switched
production
schedules to summer garden
and lawn equipment, which
means no more blowers will
be produced this winter.

FAN
More coverage wanted
I enjoyed your article by Dennis Smith on the
wrestling match between JMU and VMI; the article
conveyed much of the excitement of the evening's
match.
. _.
I believe there should be more coverage in The
Breeze of the wrestling team and their schedule of upcoming matches. More pictures are needed also, diverse pictures of the various weight levels that participate in each meet, and interviews with the men on the
team. I believe The Breeze needs to give more coverage
to those activities which normally do not entice great
crowds of spectators. Your coverage could build interest in an activity which develops individual competitiveness and perseverance.
The time spent
developing skills, conditioning, and endurance for
wrestling should receive more attention from the JMU
student body and The Breeze.
Anne Collins

The result in some areas of
the country has been an increase in thefts, according to
Toro Co., leading manufacture of such equipment.

WORTH) CAR & TRUCK PARTS
"Y»«r Import fmtt H«WfMrta»
In Tmt Volkf

TheO. Ames Co, the largest
and oldest shovelmaker in the
country, says it is completely
out of snow shovels and
recently has been getting
orders from snow hit New
England and Midwestern
states for dirt shovels and
scoops.
"People
have
been
desperate for anything they
can move snow with," said
William Peabody, a sales
executive for the Parker
sburg, W.Va. company. "We
sold everything we were able
to build, and we are unable to
produce more now because of
our production schedule."
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Special Discounts for Students Showing ID Cards^
883 Chicago Ave.
HAMIMNMMC

433-2534
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Co Dukes!
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Western

At Bonma wfte got for free what the
othm mahe you pay f *• Uhe al the soup
and salad you can eat at no ota charge.
Sour cream, bacos, and craitom at no extra
charge. And free drinh refflk en soft <Hte,
tea, and coffee. Try us and youl see why
at Bonanza we want you to come hungiy
and come bach
Bonanza
8M £. Market St. Harrisonburg

YOU'VE GOT YOUR OWN STYLE. AND YOUR HAIR
IS PART OF IT. WE KEEP THAT IN MIND.

\

rworos
434-1010
107 S MAIN. HARRISONBURG, VA

FIGHT CANCER

CHEOUP

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

Moon files suit in Virginia Beach

CMLCK

NORFOLK, Va. (AP) Lawyers for the Rev. Sun
Myung Moon's Unification
Church have filed a petition in
federal court here for relief
against a Virginia Beach antisolicitation ordinance.
The sect's lawyers claim in
the petition filed Feb. 8 In U.S.
District Court that the ordinance unconstitutionally
firohibits church members
rom soliciting funds.
At issue is the ordinance
passed by Virginia Beach City

Old Milwaukee 12 oz.
12 pack $2.99
Pepsi Cola 16 oz. 8 pack
$.99/plus dep.
taannaanaMHaMauwHiamManauM
APPLY NOW

FOR WEEKEND AND SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES!

c

I^ngscDoininion
INTERVIEWS BEING HELD AT YOUR SCHOOL ON:
DATE:

January

18,

TIME:

9:00 a.

PLACE:

Placement Office

-

1978 and February 22,

1978

1 :00 p.m.

KINGS DOMINION WILL
OPEN WEEKENDS MARCH 25,
AND FULL TIME MAY 29,

197B

Council on March 28,1977. It
requires
charitable
organizations to file detailed
background information
before soliciting funds.
Among the information
required is a balance sheet
and income statement from
the previous year, the petition
Assistant
City
Manager Sam Clay said a
copy of the suit, which seeks
injunctive relief and no
monetary damages, had been
filed with the city attorney's
office but there has been no
immediate response.
Lawyers and spokesmen
for the Unification Church
told a news conference here
the aim of the suit is to allow
the church members to
resume solicitations in the
resort city.
"If we are unable to do any
kind of solicitation, it is impossible for us to continue our
spiritual work," said Michael
Beard, state director of the
church.
Joining Beard at the news
conference were spokesmen
from the church's New York
office and lawyers from the
Washington firm of Melrod.
Redman and Gartlan.

1978.

Are you Interested In working with people?
If
so. Kings Dominion offers a variety of positions
dealing with the public.
These Jobs Include
Food Service, Rides, Merchandise Plus More! I
SUPERVISORY POSITIONS ALSO AVAILABLE.

FOR MORE

The law firm is the national
counsel for the church, which
was founded in South Korea in
1954 and is based on Moon's
teachings.
Similar suits have been
filed in nine other cities and a
state in the past five months,
the spokesmen said, to
challenge solicitation ordinances. The other cases
have been
settled either
through court orders or in outof-court settlements, they
said.
A spokesman, Ron Troyer,
said the church closed its
Virginia Beach office last
February in anticipation of
the ordinance. But he said the
church will reopen the facility
if successful in court.
Beard said tho church has
about 23 full-time, live-in
missionaries in Richmond and
about 150 to 200 associate
members throughout Virginia.
The suit said the church
fund raising "...allows church
members to demonstrate
their actual faith and reaffirm
their dedication."
Complaints against such
door-to-door and sidewalk
solicitation
by
church
members were voiced at a
public hearing on the ordinance.
Beard said money solicited
in the state by state workers
stays in the state, but that
money solicited by national
workers goes to national
projects.
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Pari-mutuel bill fails to get by Delegates
RICHMOND, Va. (AP>Virginians in November 1970
approved by a vote of 491.124
to 290.168 an amendment to
the Virginia Constitution. The
amendment
removed
a
prohibition on gambling.

Supporters of the amendment touted it as a referendum on legalizing horse race
betting in the state.
Since then, legislation to
authorize
nan - mutuel
wagering has been before the

Virginia General Assembly
four times counting this year.
Each time it has been
defeated in the House of
Delegates. It has been approved by the Senate three
times
by
comfortable

Standards for jailed juveniles
by corrections, board
RICHMOND (AP) - Strict
new standards requiring
jailed juveniles to be kept
separate from adult prisoners
and under supervision at all
times were adopted Wednesday by the State Board of
Corrections.
Previous attempts to set
such standards had failed
because jailers around the
state said the standards were
so strict that every Virginia
jail would be in violation.
Those standards required
juveniles to be completely out
of earshot and visual contact
with adult prisoners.
The regulations adopted
Wednesday require juveniles
to be separated far enough
from adults to prevent normal
communication or conversation.
However, some jailers
insisted that the standards
still are a hardship for jail
administrators as well as the
juveniles.

William Pototsky, an of
ficer in the Arlington Count
jail, said youths fared mucch
better under supervised
contact with adult prisoners
during recreation and meal
periods.
'As far as I'm concerned,
it's really punishment the way
we are treating them now," he
said. "We just don't have
enough people.
We can't
supervise juveniles 24 hours a
day."
The new rules require
juveniles to eat, play, work or
go to school alone or in small
groups of other youths.
William Vesey of the
Citizens Coalition for Criminal
Justice applauded the new
standards.
No longer a child is in
contact with the prison systel
"The longer a child is in
contact with the prison
system, the worse the child
will become." he said. "Our

Take a GIANT STEP
in the March of Dimes

[WALKATHON
TO PROTECT THE UNBORN
AND THE NEWBORN

THIS SPACE CONTHIBUTED BY THE PUBtlSHM

basic position is that a
juvenile should not be in jail at
all."
Andrew Winston, chief
jailer for Richmond, said the
new standards represent "a
pretty reasonable package."
Winston had been highly
critical of the previous
standards and had a hand in
forcing the board to rework
them.

margins.
Former Delegate Daniel
VanClief, D-Albemarle. first
[iroposed pari-mutuel
egislation in 1972, following
four years of study by a state
commission.
He decided not to push the
issue in 1972, but the following
year the first pari-mutuel bill
was submitted. The Senate
Kissed it and it came to
ouse, where it was killed.
VanClief tried again in
1974, and again the Senate
approved arid the House
disposed of it.
Racing adherents decided
to skip 1975, figuring there
hadn't been an election so the
makeup of the House hadn't
changed.
But after the House election
in November 1975, the racing
bill was submitted in January
1976. Once more, the Senate
passed it handily, and the
House killed it.

Opponents use three basic
arguments:
morality, the
social costs, and the threat of
organized crime.
They say
saj gambling is
immoral. They say that poor
and middle class families
would suffer because most of
the gamblers would be from
those economic ranks. That
would add to the welfare rolls,
they say.
As for organized crime,
they cite statistics and
statements by nationally
recognized law enforcement
officers to buttress their
allegations that organized
crime and horse racing are
inseperable.
The basic arguments put
forward through the years by
proponents is mat pari-mutuel
wagering will allow a multimillion dollar native' industry
a chance to show its wares in
its home state.

SALE
SKIS, SKI BOOTS,
SKI CLOTHING,
SKI BINDINGS,
ALL ACCESSORIES

ALL 30 % OFF
FEB. 16th thru
FEB. 25th
VALLEY SPORTS ANNEX
124 S. Main St.
Harrisonburg 433-8185
open daily 9-5Thurs.& Fri.till 9:00

^***l,^,,***'«^»^^»^»^»»*»^«^H*t»^»*#H^I<^H^»^.

^

ftOLBEI COBfiAL
Family Steak House

AUTO PARTS

WE'VE GOT THE PARTS 6 %
& ACCESSORIES YOU
NEED.
|

;&

1580 South Main

ifflfflfe

!Sv

"WORLD PARTS" fw AH Import*

STUDENTS GET
DISCOUNTS
SO GET TUNED UP
FOR SPRING BREAK
I

CAR PARTS
INC.
60 E. Rock St.

All We Serve Is
USDA Choice Meat
Cut Daily-Never Frozen
Come By & Give Us A Try

'We have a steak in your future'
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DOONESBURY

By Garry Trudeau
OH,THAT

HE SAYS
HE'S WITH
1HZ WASHINGTON
REDSONSf

MR.
PUKE?

WILLIAMS!HOT
(XMNIHEMUST
HAVE GOTTEN
MY JOB APPLI-

YEAH.
THIS MR.
WILLIAMS?

FOR GENERAL MANAGER!
WHAT I FINALLY DECIDED IT
JOB
WASTIME 70 CASH IN
APPLI- ON IW BACKGROUND
CATION? INSPORTS MED-

YOUR
WHAT?
/

NEPHEW,DlDYOUKNOW
THREE OUT OF FOURNFL
LINEBACKERS REGULARLY
USE AMPHETAMINES?

J

CATION!

WBLL,
YES.

SORRY TO BE SO SUS
PICIOUS. BUT WHEN
AN ATTORNEY CALLS,
YOU CAN'T BE TOO
CAREFUL, Y'KNOW?

ANY PARTICULAR
REASON?

NO,N0, I JUST
THOUGHT WJ MIGHT
BE REPRESENTING
THIS LITTLE CO-ED.
NO BIG DEAL. WHAtt

"w

YOU BET IT is, NEPHEW1.
i

600D
OL'MAN WILLIAMS WAUTS
NEWS. TO INTERVIEW ME FOR.
UNCLB
THBRBDSKJNS MANDUKE?
AGER POSITION!
\

AMONG OTHER THINGS, IT SEEMS
HE WAS QUITE IMPRESSED WITH
Ml DETAILED KNOWLEDGE OF
THE NEW WORK THAT'S BEING
DONE WITH HIGH-PERFORMANCE

OH, ABSOLUTELY!
A
WHY DO YOU
MANAGER THINKHEHAD
NEEDSTO T0LET6EORSB
KNOW
ALLENGO?

DWELLERS AMONG THF STARS
PMTECTED Bf THE cmc POWER SIPHCHED TO
HIM FROM TITUS I>HF SUWMS WE CRMM
FALUE RISES SLMY%MYSTIFIEI> ST HIS $MVIVAL,FORHEWK M>T (f THE POWERS
0ESTFD wmilf MM,Mtf OF
*
A/VCIMTS.

JBUVWSOF

THE DANGERS

AHM.
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Classifieds
For sale
TYPING SERVICE:
Craig. 433-1868.

R.

MRS. DORIS-ESP. PALM
READER AND ADVISER ON
ALL AFFAIRS OF LIFE:
There is no problem so big
that she cannot solve. Mrs.
Doris is located on Main
Street jusf two doors north of
the firehouse in New Market.
Va. For further information,
call 740-8798. Special for JMU
students: full fife reading for
$2.
TYPING
SERVICE:
Dissertations, theses, reports.
14 years experience. 75 cents
per page (Pica) and 80 cents
per page (Elite).
Paper
furnished. Call Mrs. Price,
828-8941.

'

DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT
AND WEDDING RINGS: Up
to 50 percent discount to
students, faculty and staff.
Example-V4 ct., $125; Vz ct,
$325; 1 ct., $895; by buying
directly
from
leading
diamond importer. For color
catalog send $1 to SMA Importers, Inc., Box 42, Fanwood, N.J. 07023 (indicate
name of school), or (212) 6823390 for location of showroom
nearest you.
TOP BRAND NAME AUDIO
EQUIPMENT AT ROCK
BOTTOM PRICES:
Also,
brand name calculators,
televisions, car stereos and
C.B. radios. Call for a price
quote, 433-9440 (off campus).
Mk for Mike.
FOR HIRE: Will move large
objects or do hauling with my
van. Rates open. Call Steve,
433-2289, Box 2617.
DO YOU NEED HELP
MOVING? Will do light
hauling with % ton pick-up
truck at reasonable rates. Call
828-2012„Kim.

«

ANYONE on or off campus
interested in receiving The
Washington Star newspaper,
please call Tom, 7142. On and
off campus delivery available.
GO IN SNOW AND ICE! 13"
wheel snow chains, reinforced
bar (used), $15; new, unused,
$30. City dealers are sold out!
Call Jim, 433-8453.
ALBUMS FOR SALE!
Doobies "Living on the Fault
Line," Queen "Sheer Heart
Attack," Ohio Players "Skin
Tight," John Denver "Poems,
Prayers and Promises,"
Cheech and Chong "Big
Bambu," Aerosmith "Toys in
the Attic," plus others. $4
each, price negotiable. Most
played only once or twice.
Call 433-2856 or 433-6127. A sk
for Barb.

For rent
TWO APARTMENTS:
Available May 8. No. l-one
bedroom, furnished, two
people, $75 each. Summer
season only.
No. 2-four
rooms, bath, furnished, four to
six people, available through
May 1979. Both located approximately eight blocks from
campus. Call 433-2681 between nine and five. Ask for
Wayne at Town and Country.

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT: Sublet May through
August. Option to continue in
fall. Air-conditioned. All
utilities included. $259 per
month. Call 434-4741 after 5
p.m.
TWO BEDROOMS: l'v baths,
lease, deposit, near Hillandale
Park. Furnished.' Four people
($70 each); $225 per month
unfurnished Town and Country
Real Estate, 433-2481.

Wanted
HELP WANTED: Waitresses,
waiters and bartenders. Apply
in person at Gatsby's.
FEMALE
ROOMMATE
WANTED: To share twobedroom apartment at Squire
Hill. Need only furnish
bedroom. Signing leasing
optional. $115 and utilities per
month. Contact Margaret,
P.O. Box 3254.
RESPONSIBLE PERSON:
To move into three bedroom
ranch-style house two miles
from school. Rent $75 plus
share of utilities.
Prefer
someone who will be here
through summer. No disco
ducks. Call Tom or Pete at
434-8211.

Loat
GREEN STAR SAPPHIRE
RING:
With silver setting
Ring has sentimental value. If
found, contact Leatha at 8286336 or Box 136. Substantial
reward offered.

TO MY SUPERSONIC: Lady
Luck was on our side. One day
we won't care. As Baretta's
bird would say, "I love you"
and as the bird hasn't said "I
want to be your wife."
Drawers (you've made the
past two years the most
special in my life).
TO MRS. DORIS-ESP, PALM
READER AND ADVISER ON
ALL AFFAIRS OF LIFE:
Guidance is needed.
My
problems cannot be solved,
even by the greatest minds.
Please advise! Desperate.
M.D., S.G.A.
YOU DIRTY RAT: Whoever
stole my Computer Applications book, please return
it to Box 348. I need it for a
test. Sharon.
SECOND
V.P.
AND
TREASURER:
The
Basketball Joans have fouled
you. Your best bet would be to
shoot
for
two
with
Mischievous Rat and Cagey
Cat.
TO IKENBERRY C.
especially Kevin S. : Why
don't you guys act your age at
JMU basketball games and
quit embarrassing others and
yourselves.
SECOND
V.P.
AND
TREASURER:
If action's
what you want, then action's
what you'll get. But patience
is a virtue, the time is OURS
to set! So please don't rush,
'cause time it will take It
may be after our spring
break! B. Joans.

•C" FROM CH'VILLE: I'm
glad you made it to the third
annual meeting Friday night.
I wasn't falling asleep! Even
though we received our usual
harassment from the usual
father and son duo, the
meeting was a big success.
Stop by and eat some pizza.
"T",
OUR THANKS: To the High
Street Gang who came to our
rescue one spooky night while
two scared girls waited in
fright. You banged down our
door to show us your might.
Better late than never, Ben!
Big and Little chicken.
TO WOP, BEAK, M.D..
SHADOW AND ALL THE
OTHER BROS.: How does the
song go? "Carry off our
wayward sons!" Look out!
We're planning. The maggots.
CHAPPELEAR
B 303 :
Correction! Ten out of ten
guys want it. Welcome to the
real world. J.A. & S.A.
TO ROUND BOY'S GIRL:
Mother Nature was on our
side. It sure would have been a
hell of a 6 lbs. 8 oz. mistake.
The girls next door.
SHORT AND SASSY AND
BLONDIE:
Big
choke.
Number two.
JACQUI: The record may be
yours (for now), but don't rest
on your laurels. The IT K
dynamic duo will come back
even stronger, taking it to the
limtt once more-You Poopy
Grunthead! SAD AKS.

BORN TO RUN: I hope that
your "semi-drastic" decisions
are not all that drastic! I am
willing to help...
PETER PAN:
We must
believe so Tinker Bell will
live. Write to Mother T., Box
3534. Watch out! I used to
date Captain Hook! Mother.
WOP AND R.B.: A long time
has passed. Nips and Tips are
getting too low for us especially SPUNKY tips! But
y'all should know-C C. Senor ?
It was G.R. at first sight; at
second glance,
instant
regression. Dance of 7 T.P.
coming soon for JMU? Chimp
and Speedo.
TO MY T-IION AND S-IION:
This V-wish may be late, but if
we can't find the right party to
be escorts to, then let's have
one of our own with T & R and
M & W. Clunk! C-hon.
CHARLIE THE KID: Thanks
for keeping me warm all these
weekends seeing that I lost
my coat Keep a stiff upper
Ralph and you'll be all right. I
love you. Julie.
TO THOSE WHO KNOW:
Keg(s) of Michelob, depending on turnout; $1 per. At
THE DESTROYER'S on
Saturday, Feb. 18.
FLYING
ACE:
"Noncommitment," you sav?!
Words speak louder than
actions...treat her gentryflowers, though beautiful, also
show their thorns when hurt.
Boxed ex-mate.

Activities
JOBS ON SHIPS! American,
foreign.
No experience
required Excellent ' pay.
Worldwide travel. Summer
job or career. Send $3 for
information. Seafax, DepL L2, Box 2049, Port Angles,
Wash. 9836?.

, Applications are now being accepted
• for the positions of editor, managing
editor and business manager of
The Breeze for 1978-79.

Personal
Persons applying
for business manager
must be familiar with
The Breeze's business
organization and have
taken at least six hours
of business courses or
their equivalent.

SEXY CHICK: I think it is
about time for you and your
friends to come visit
us.
Partying by yourselves is
about as boring as a big dog.
By the way, the camera has
not been used in a while and
you take such a good picture.
Come fly the friendly skies of
United with us. The Big H.
FOR A GOOD TIME:

call

Debbie, 6504.
X

JMU'.
In spite of constant
harassment
by
the
authorities, the third annual
matting of the JMUJJF JD.
and LBBA I formerly the
Madison Collage Liars Club)
was a complete success. We
would like to thank the following
people for their help, support,
cooperation, and financial
assistance. Thank you. Jerry
Jeff Walker. Joseph Schllti,
Miller Brewing Co., John,
Vance. Scott, Jim, Wayne,
Dave, Toe, Alan, Tim. Jeff,
Choo Choo. Jay. Gary. Ron
Miami, Paul, Chip. Brandon,
Bob, and especially the mem
bars of the Freestate Lairs Club,
the Shorts Liars Club, the
Spotswood Liars Club, the Fred
City Liars Club, the Radford
College Liars Club, and the
University of West Virginia
Liars Club. Special thanks to
Wayne Motley, Knox Turnbull,
Coco, Spark, Cocaine, NonGreeks, and the dwarf.
And
most of all, thanks to everyone
who attended.
We hope you
enloyed it, we certainly did.
Liars Club.
_—__

Candidates for
editor and
managing editor
must have
^V A worked for
The Breeze in an
!
J editorial capacity
for at least one
semester and have taken
at least six hours of journalism
courses or their equivalent.

v^v \

All candidates will be interviewed by a
'jty I \ selection committee chosen by
^ The Breeze Publication Board.

I

Written applications and requests for information
may be directed to Barbara Burch, editor.
Deadline for applications is March 1.
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